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ABSTRACT
Scholars examining black political representation have focused on the degree to which
African American politicians can impact the everyday living conditions of African Americans.
Despite years of African American political representation within the United States House of
Representatives, political scientists have devoted very little scholarship to examining how whites
react to African American leadership. Given that African Americans remain under represented
in government and current legal challenges threaten the future of minority majority districts, it is
important to gain better insight into how black representation might impact the white
community. Prior studies that do examine how whites react to African American political
representation have only focused on state and local elections leaving scholars to speculate if the
findings of those analyses are applicable to congressional and presidential elections. Previous
studies at the local level suggest that African American political representation has the potential
to facilitate racial learning and therefore improve white racial attitudes, policy preferences for
race-targeted legislation, vote choice, and candidate evaluation.
Utilizing a representative sample of whites residing in congressional districts represented
by an African American from the 2010 and 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Survey,
this dissertation challenges the findings that suggest that black political representation positively
impacts white racial attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice of whites. The findings of this
dissertation suggest that black political representation at the congressional level does not
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facilitate improvements in the areas of racial resentment, white policy preferences, or vote choice
at the congressional level. In fact the evidence presented in this dissertation suggest that the
longer whites live under African American congressional representation, the more they become
racially resentful. The data finds that whites who are represented in congress by an African
American were less likely to approve of the job performance of their incumbent representatives
and were even less likely to indicate electoral support for African American congressional
incumbents. The evidence presented in this dissertation also suggests that racial resentment had
an even stronger impact on presidential vote choice in 2012 than it did in 2008.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
“We should not be post-racial: seeking to get beyond the uplifting meanings and edifying
registers of blackness. Rather, we should be post-racist: moving beyond cultural fascism
and vicious narratives of racial privilege and superiority that tear at the fabric of ‘E
Pluribus Unum’.” - Michael Eric Dyson
The study of African American political representation lends itself to a number of
normative and empirical questions concerning descriptive representation, substantive
representation, and minority political participation. These questions have prompted debates
between political theorists and behaviorists. However, an important component is missing in the
midst of this scholarly discourse; scholars have not adequately addressed the political and racial
implications that African American political representation has for whites. Given that African
American political representation has significantly increased in recent decades, it is perplexing
that most of the studies investigating African American political representation have ignored the
role of whites and how African American representation might impact the politics of whites. In
fact, scholars have not made serious attempts to explain the electoral success of African
American incumbents in the United States Congress, and political scientists know even less
about the impact that African American representation has on the racial attitudes, policy
preferences, and vote choice of the white minority in minority majority congressional districts.
Some of the most important works to examine the impact of African American political
representation on white residents are limited to the study of mayoral elections across a range of
cities in the United States (Hajnal 2001 and Hajnal 2007). Consequently, political scientists’
1

	
  

	
  

understanding of this matter is limited to local elections. Investigating this matter at the local
level has created a theoretical and empirical need to move beyond local politics by examining
this phenomenon within the larger context of American politics. This dissertation seeks to fill
this empirical and theoretical void.
This dissertation engages the following questions: What explains the electoral success of
African American congressional incumbents? How does exposure to African American political
representation impact the racial attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice among whites? Do
whites respond to African American political leadership differently depending on the political
office occupied by African Americans?
The literature surrounding this topic yields conflicting findings. Prior research suggests
African American mayors provide white residents with important information that serves as a
learning mechanism. They argue that this information has the potential to dispel negative views
toward African Americans (Rivlin 1992; Abney and Hutcheson 1981; Grimshaw 1992;
Pinderhughes 1994). On the contrary, another group of scholars, whose focus is Congress, finds
that African American political representation has little or no effect on whites in terms of their
attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice (Bullock and Dunn 1999; Gilliam 1996; Bobo and
Gilliam 1990; Gay 1999; Parent and Shrum 1986; Voss and Lubin 2001). Some have even
asserted that the more powerful the office occupied by African Americans, the greater the
resistance from white Americans, yet none of these studies have attempted to delineate the
differences between whites in majority African American districts and whites in majority white
districts. In the face of these conflicting findings, political scientists have not advanced adequate
theoretical or empirical explanations. Few political issues in the study of American politics have
received as much attention and scholarly discourse as the impact of the incumbency factor in
2

	
  

	
  

congressional elections. Yet, despite such a large body of literature, few political scientists have
attempted to explain the electoral success of African American incumbents in the United States
House of Representatives. Although most African American politicians are elected from
minority majority districts, African Americans also serve as the official representatives of whites
residing in these districts. Minority majority districts have permitted many white voters to live
under African American representatives, thereby giving them an opportunity to experience
African American leadership. This dissertation seeks to uncover the politics and racial attitudes
of whites in minority majority districts. Building upon previous research (Hajnal 2001 and
Hajnal 2007), this dissertation examines the effect of African American political representation
on white voters’ attitudes, policy preferences, and candidate preference.
Background
One of the signature achievements of the civil rights movement was to provide African
Americans with an opportunity to exercise their constitutional right to vote. This allowed them
to enjoy full inclusion in American society by electing representatives who could make much
needed changes to public policies and resources that would alleviate racial inequality. To many
African Americans, the significant increase in the number of African American elected officials
in the 1970s and 1980s represented a symbolic figure who would “uplift the people, eradicate
police brutality, house the homeless, and find new jobs for everyone who was struggling”
(Camble 1986, 6). Nearly fifty years later, African Americans have been more fully represented
in the number of African American elected officials serving on boards and commissions, and by
those serving as mayors, supervisors, members of Congress, and even President. In fact, in
2008, the United States became the only industrialized nation to have elected a person from a
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racially marginalized group as its executive head of government. This was a moment in
American history that many African Americans believed would never happen.
Prior research has focused on how African American politicians have made considerable
attempts to improve the everyday living conditions of their constituents. Much of this literature
suggests that although African American representation has increased, the number of African
American faces in government (Browning, Marshall, and Tabb 1984) led to an increase in
African American political participation (Tate 2003; Bobo and Gilliam 1990) and a decrease in
incidents of police brutality (Lewis 1987), but that African American politicians have been
unable to improve the economic conditions of African Americans. A survey of the extant
literature concerning African American political representation suggests that minority
representation has not eradicated the disparities within the African American community (Smith
1996; Singh 1998; Reed 1988; Perry 1990; Peterson 1994; Browning, Marshall, and Tabb 1997;
Marable 1992). Several studies suggest particularly modest change as it relates to African
American wealth and very little change in poverty and unemployment (Hajnal 2007).
Even with an African American president, African Americans continue to face economic
hardships. According to United States Census data, the median net worth of the average white
person is now 22 times the average black person’s wealth ($110,729 and $4,995, respectively),
and unemployment has reached an all-time high among African Americans (A Score Card on the
Economy under Obama 2009). Consider Figure 1, which displays the increasing unemployment
rates among African Americans. African American unemployment has increased from 9 percent
in 2008 to 13 percent in both 2012 and 2013.
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Figure 1:
Unemployment Rates by Race
2008 -2013
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Source: A Score Card on the Economy under Obama. Tampa Bay Times
An African American president has been unable to bring about substantive economic change
among African Americans relative to whites. Despite having a significant increase in the
number of African American elected officials serving in government in United States cities,
many African Americans continue to live in extreme poverty and are still under-represented in
government compared to their white counterparts. For example, according to Tom Murse,
“despite the level of diversity in the 113th Congress, the makeup of the House and Senate still
did not reflect the portion of the United States that is minority or female, according to Census
Bureau data.1” A review of the racial composition of Congress reveals that only 15 percent of
those in both the US Senate and House of Representatives were minorities, and 85 percent were
white. Out of 435 members in the House of Representatives, only 43, or 9 percent are African
American. Is important to note that African Americans make up less than 14 percent of the total
population in the United States.
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http://uspolitics.about.com/od/thecongress/a/113th-Congress.htm
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This research seeks to move the academic discourse from simply a discussion concerning
the degree to which African American politicians can bring about tangible change within the
black community, to one that reveals the effect African American political representation has on
white Americans’ racial attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice. A great deal of work has
examined the degree to which white voters will support African American candidates, and much
of what political scientists know about the impact of white attitudes toward African American
political representation comes from state and local elections. Many of these elections vary in
context, which can lead to conflicting findings. This study seeks to build upon previous work
(Hajnal 2007) by focusing exclusively on congress and the presidency to examine the dynamics
between African American political representation and white racial attitude, policy preferences,
and vote choice.
Statement of the Problem
Existing studies of representation have not given serious consideration to the impact of
African American political representation on the racial attitudes, policy preferences and vote
choice of white Americans in minority majority congressional districts, nor have scholars
examining representation sought to explain the electoral success of African American
incumbents in Congress. Scholars do not know if after experiencing African American
leadership at the congressional level, whether white Americans are likely to have a more
favorable or more negative racial attitudes towards African Americans and blacks office holding.
Additionally, scholars do not know if whites respond more negatively to African American
incumbents depending on the offices that these African Americans hold. Utilizing three theories
used to examine white racism (e.g. informational, racial prejudice, and racial threat), this
research seeks to uncover if African American political representation at the congressional and
6

	
  

	
  

presidential levels facilitates racial learning in terms of improvements in white racial attitudes,
policy preference, incumbent job performance evaluations, and vote choice.
As stated previously, the literature has not provided clear answers to these questions.
Even studies that do consider these theories in tandem suffer from external validity problems and
are therefore unable to draw conclusions about white attitudes and political behavior at a national
level (Hajanl 2007). Furthermore, current studies, such as Hajnal (2007), have not explained
white attitudes in districts that are minority majority, nor have political scientists sought to
delineate between the impacts of African American political representation on whites by political
office.
While scholars have made significant developments in representation literature, political
scientists know very little about the impact of African American political representation on white
Americans when African Americans hold office at the federal government level. Despite the fact
that African Americans also represent white Americans, most congressional scholars have
treated this phenomenon as if African American politicians only represent African Americans.
This is far from the reality and has led to a significant void in representation literature. Much of
the existing research has focused on state and local elections, and many of the empirical analyses
have advanced inconsistent methods of approaching this phenomenon. For example, Bobo and
Gilliam (1990), Gilliam (1996), Abney and Hutcheson (1981), and Pinderhughes (1994) all focus
exclusively on African American mayors. Furthermore, a close examination of these studies
reveals that they do not directly examine the impact of African American representation on
whites. Gay (1999) investigates reactions to African American political participation at the
congressional level, but makes no attempt to examine any attitudinal conclusions. In addition,
many of these studies have also failed to distinguish between challengers and incumbents.
7

	
  

	
  

Even Hajnal’s (2007) comprehensive analysis is limited to the study of African
American mayors, thereby restricting the analysis to local politics. He criticizes the literature for
presenting what he refers to as “sparse and anecdotal” evidence; however, his analysis focuses
exclusively on African American mayors and provides anecdotal evidence at best. Additionally,
Hajnal (2007) suggests that race matters less for black incumbents and that whites usually
become disinterested and unengaged in the process during the next election. Given that Hajnal’s
(2007) analysis only examines incumbent mayors, he is unable to conclude that race matters less
for African American incumbents beyond the local context. This study contends that the impact
of African American political representation is likely to be contingent upon the office occupied
by African Americans.
Even recent studies concerning white reactions to African American candidates at the
federal level have limited their analysis to the study of the 2008 presidential election of Barack
Obama (Tesler and Sears 2010; Knuckey 2011; Ceaser, Busch, and Pitney 2009). Many of these
scholars have concluded that racial attitudes have negatively influenced white support for Barack
Obama and that racial attitudes have also negatively shaped evaluations of his presidency. These
studies suggest that Barack Obama could have activated strong racial attitudes and racial
resentment among white voters.
This dissertation expands and builds upon prior investigations of African American
political representation. The focus of this work is three-fold. First, this work investigates and
explains the electoral success of black incumbents in the United States House of Representatives.
The extant literature has, without question, demonstrated that members of Congress enjoy an
increased propensity of reelection once elected, yet very little scholarship has sought to explain
the electoral success of African American incumbents. Minority Majority congressional districts
8

	
  

	
  

serve as a safe haven for African American political representation, therefore permitting whites
in these districts to experience African American leadership. This leads to the second focus of
this study, which is an examination of whether African American political representation
improves the racial attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice of whites residing in these
districts.
To engage the question of whether or not level of political office matters, this research
examines the degree to which experience with African American political representation at the
congressional level impacts both congressional and presidential vote choice while controlling for
racial attitudes. If whites are responding to the level of the office, then there should be
substantial differences in the impact of racial attitudes on presidential and congressional vote
choice. Furthermore, there should also be clear differences in the impact of racial attitudes on
presidential vote choice in 2008 and in the 2012 reelection. If the informational model2 is
accurate then there is the expectation that racial attitudes should improve when compared to the
2008 presidential election. This work moves the academic discourse forward by evaluating not
only white reactions to President Obama in 2008, but it allows an examination of the degree to
which Obama’s presidency may have improved or heightened racial attitudes among whites in
the 2012 reelection.
Few empirical analyses have examined whether white reactions to Barack Obama are
exceptional. Tesler and Sears (2010) suggest that Barack Obama’s race activated white racial
attitudes. If it is determined that white voters have reacted to Barack Obama in a manner that
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The informational model suggests that once whites experience black leadership and see that
African American politicians will not use their political position to channel economic and
political resources into the black community that whites should become more acceptance of
black leadership.
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differs from other African American politicians, then there could be something exceptional about
Barack Obama or the office that he occupies. Hajnal (2007) asserts, “A Black president, for
example, would surely be seen as much more powerful than a Black mayor and would present an
intriguing and valuable test case for the informational model” (11). It is precisely this assertion
by Hajnal (2007) that this scholarly contribution seeks to engage. The 2012 reelection of Barack
Obama presents an ideal opportunity to examine the degree to which experience with African
American leadership at the congressional level of government impacts the vote choice and racial
attitudes of whites for the office of President. It also allows for a comparison between the 2008
and 2012 presidential elections. If it is determined that whites react to other African American
politicians (e.g. congressmen) in a similar manner as they reacted to Obama, then the notion that
America is now post-racial is profoundly complicated3.
The argument advanced in this study suggests that the Obama presidency is exceptional
in that his race may have influenced the attitudes and views of whites. This concept is called
“Obama Exceptionalism.” Examining Obama Exceptionalism contributes to the literature by
allowing the empirical investigation of the degree to which white reactions to Obama were either
similar to or different from previous African American candidates. It also provides an
opportunity to address the larger question of whether or not racial attitudes continue to shape
vote choice among whites. Because Tesler and Sears (2010) only examine Obama as a case for
analysis, their study is limited and cannot determine whether white reactions to Obama are
exceptional. To answer these questions, one must be able to compare the 2008 election to the
2012 reelection. Given the historic nature of the 2008 election, there are reasons to suspect that
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In 2008 many were quick to advance arguments that the election of America’s first black
president symbolized a transition into an era where race no longer impeded the fabric of
America. Since the 2008 election much of that rhetoric has declined.	
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white reactions to Obama would be different from white reactions to black congressmen.
Having emerged as the 2008 nominee of the Democratic Party, Obama essentially became the
first and only African American to become the leader of a major political party in the United
States. For many whites, his elevation to this powerful level of government may have been
perceived as a primary threat to white interests and an even further threat to white political
empowerment. It is also possible that Obama’s election could have symbolized a transfer of
power from the white majority and that this reaction to Obama may have been so strong that
information whites received during his presidency is obsolete.
Theoretical Lineage
This study borrows from three theoretical constructs concerning race and politics
(informational theory, racial prejudice theory, and the racial threat theory) to investigate the
degree to which African American political representation affects white racial attitudes, policy
preferences, and vote choice among whites. Additionally, this study also takes the existing
model used to explain the electoral success of congressmen and applies it specifically to African
American incumbents. Prior studies have argued that white voters generally do not have
experience living under African American leadership and this causes many white Americans to
use racial stereotypes to evaluate African American candidates and make false predictions
regarding the likely behavior of African American candidates once they have been elected.
Many whites fear African American leadership because they believe that African American
politicians will use their power to redirect political and economic resources away from the white
community. The informational models suggest that once white voters see that African American
politicians do not redirect resources into the white community, they should dispel their
stereotypical views of African American leadership. Simply put, African American leadership
11

	
  

	
  

should provide whites with important information regarding black leadership. This information
should then have a positive impact on the behavior and attitudes of white Americans.
On the other hand, racial prejudice theory suggests that no matter how positive the
information is that whites receive from African American leadership, it will have no effect on
white racial attitudes or political behavior. The logic behind this line of thought comes from the
notion that white opposition to African American candidates is rooted in racial prejudice. In
fact, a number of scholars contend that if racial prejudice is behind opposition to African
American candidates, then there is very little reason to believe that experiences with an African
American candidate will change the attitudes and behavior of whites (Adorno et al. 1950; Allport
1954; Hurwitz and Peffley 1998). The overall implication of the literature is that when the
political actions and policy preferences of African American candidates are not consistent with
stereotypes, white voters may use a series of methods to hold on to their beliefs, despite being
shown the contrary (Hamilton 1981; Macrae, Hewstone, and Griffith 1993).
Another theoretical framework that counters the informational model is the racial threat
hypothesis. Scholars investigating this theory have argued that as the African American
population increases in an area in which whites are the minority, whites will feel threatened. But
how does this relate to African American leadership? The literature concerning the racial threat
hypothesis suggests that African American leadership could have an even more profound impact
on white political behavior and attitudes than previously suggested. Scholars such as Blumer
(1958) and Bobo (1983) argue that white Americans feel threatened when African Americans are
elected to leadership positions because they perceive African Americans as a threat to the white
establishment and political power of the white community. According to Bobo (1983), this
causes whites to respond negatively to African American incumbent candidates. In other words,
12

	
  

	
  

the election and elevation of African Americans to positions of power is seen as an immediate
threat that disrupts white political empowerment.
The Puzzle
The informational model assumes that whites fear African American leadership because
they lack experience with such leadership, yet the reality is that white residents in minority
majority districts do, in fact, have experience with African American congressional leadership.
The creation of these congressional districts after the 1960s led to a substantial increase in the
number of African Americans elected to the United States House of Representatives. Although
African Americans often comprise a majority of the population in these districts, the legal
standards still require that a certain percentage of the population be white. In most cases as with
Mississippi’s Second Congressional District, whites comprise about 35 percent of the population.
Congressional districts comprised of a majority of African Americans in the United States are
not novel to white residents. Even if the assumption that whites fear African American
leadership because they do not have experience with living under African American leadership is
accurate, the actual experience with African American representation should provide whites with
the information about the consequences of African American leadership. Many whites know that
their chances of electing a white representative are quite small. As a result, the probability of
their continued experience with African American leadership is extremely high. Secondly,
incumbents are significantly more likely to be reelected. For example, according to Charles
Mahtesian, “despite rock-bottom congressional approval ratings, voters reelected their
incumbents at near-banana-republic levels in 20124.” As will be shown in subsequent chapters,
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minority majority districts - in addition to the incumbency advantage - allow whites prolonged
exposure with African American congressional representation.
There is even evidence that suggests that once these African American incumbents are
elected they still have an increased propensity of reelection even when they are faced with a
substantial proportion of whites in their congressional districts. Evidence from 1996 suggests
that after five African American congressmen had their districts redrawn they were still able to
hold on to their congressional seats. What is even more compelling is that these African
American incumbents won their reelection bids with a substantial proportion of white support
(Grose 2011). This presents a very interesting puzzle because prior research suggests that when
African Americans gain political empowerment at the mayoral level, they are confronted with
extreme opposition and fear. However, when African Americans are in a position of political
power and have the ability to channel political and economic resources into the African
American community, opposition from whites decreases. Hajnal (2007) suggests, “Just when
one would expect the most vigorous white response, white Americans tend to respond with mild
support and general disinterest” in subsequent mayoral elections (3).
Frankly, we know little about the dynamics of this phenomenon at the congressional and
presidential levels. Aside from the evidence from the 1996 congressional elections, political
scientists simply do not know if whites learn anything as a result of experience with African
American congressional representation. The lack of empirical work in this area suggests that
scholars have all but forgotten about the white minority in minority majority congressional
districts. Given that whites comprise a large segment of minority majority districts, it is
important to examine how these residents think and feel about matters regarding race and their
African American representatives. Prior studies and investigations of representation have not
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given considerable attention to the role of whites. The scholarship concerning African American
political representation seems to forget the African American congressmen also represent whites
in a number of ways that extend beyond policymaking.
The nature of congressional representation should provide an opportunity for whites to
learn about the consequences that African American political representation has for white
residents. I suggest that congressional representation has the potential to impact the views of
whites regarding race and their assessments of African American incumbents. The core
argument is that whites that are represented by an African American in congress should have
more positive racial attitudes and assessments of their African American congressional member
than whites who are not represented by an African American. This increased interaction as a
result of congressional representation should decrease fear and uncertainty.
While political scientists may not know much about the attitudes and views of whites in
minority majority congressional districts, there are theoretical reasons to suspect that white
resident reactions to African American political representation are likely to vary depending on
the political office. For example, an African American president is more likely to be seen as
more powerful than a mayor or congressmen. While this statement is likely to hold true for all
voters, it is especially critical for an African American president. White concerns about racial
favoritism, coupled with the fact that whites who may not want an African American
representative at the congressional level of government are likely to stir deep emotions among
some whites. These deep emotions could possibly cause an even greater activation of white
racial attitudes and strengthen racial serotypes and negative attitudes towards African Americans.
On the other hand, it is possible that experiences with African American leadership could have
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the reverse effect on white Americans and affect their attitudes and behavior in a positive
manner.
A Revised Theory of Information
Unlike previous studies, this dissertation suggests that the likelihood of racial learning is
contingent on the perceived power of the political office occupied by African Americans.
Simply put, whites may respond more positively to African American political representation in
what they perceive as African Americans occupying offices in a lower level of government and
respond more negatively when African Americans hold office in a higher level of government.
For example, whites may embrace an African American congressperson after experiencing his or
her leadership but respond negatively to African American leadership at the presidential level.
Therefore, it is necessary to theorize about the relationship between African American political
representation at the federal level and its impact on the politics of whites.
In Information and Legislative Organization, Keith Krehbiel suggests that the
organization of Congress provides the full House and Senate with the expertise and information
necessary to legislate. While this theory provides a very compelling explanation of the
organizational workings of Congress, an essential component is missing: the voters. However, it
is possible to apply a revised version of the informational model of Congress to voters. By
focusing on the institution of Congress, we are unable to see how the behavior and motivations
of legislators serve as an information-distributing mechanism to the voters in their districts.
Members of Congress provide voters with important information about the actual behavior of
African Americans in office through their behavior in terms of committee selection and
constituency services. This study suggests that in majority minority districts, white voters are
conscious of the fact that their chances of achieving descriptive representation are slim. Thus,
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they may trust African American political representation at the congressional level. It has been
argued that increased interaction decreases uncertainty (Orey 2006). Given that both African
American members of Congress and white voters are assumed to be rational actors; this
increased interaction has the potential to build trust among whites in minority majority districts.
A single member of Congress cannot do much to provide particularized legislation to members
of his or her district, with the exception of earmark spending. Consequently, their services on
committees that benefit their districts provide them with the opportunity to provide some level of
nonpartisan representation to their districts. It is through this forum that whites interact and build
relationships with their representatives in Congress.
Therefore, I argue that the informational model may be applicable to congressional
representation because white constituents are more familiar with their African American
incumbent. Familiarity, accompanied by the services provided to them by their members of
Congress, is likely to have a positive impact on their behavior and perhaps even their attitudes.
As a result, whites may join forces with African Americans in support of the incumbent. Just as
African American mayors provide information to whites regarding fear of African American
leadership, white voters who are represented by African American representatives are likely to
be provided with “critical information about black preferences that reduce whites’ uncertainty”
about African American leadership (Hajnal 2007).
One avenue through which African American representatives may reduce white fear and
uncertainty is their constituency services. Fenno’s (2003) paradox suggests that although voters
are likely to evaluate the institution of Congress negatively, they often approve of their own
members of Congress. Parker and Davidson (1979) suggest that this paradox is primarily due to
the fact that the public evaluates Congress with two criteria: performance of members of
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Congress (constituency service and personal attributes) and Congress as a whole (domestic and
foreign policy). This results in incumbent members enjoying a significant incumbency advantage
in congressional elections (Cook 1979). Mayhew, (1974), Fenno (1978), and Jacobson (2004) all
suggest that reelection is the top priority for members of Congress. Building on previous work,
this research suggests that even though African American members of Congress are more likely
to get elected from minority majority districts than whites, African American representatives still
have an incentive to engage in the same legislative behavior (e.g. credit claiming, position taking,
and constituency services) as their white counterparts.
In Richard Fenno’s seminal work Home Style: House Members in Their Districts (1978),
members of Congress view their constituencies through concentric circles. Figure 2 displays
Fenno’s (1978) concentric circles.

Geographical	

Constituency 	


Primary
Constituency 	


	


Fenno's 	

Concentric Circles 	
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Figure 2: Richard Fenno’s Concentric Circles.

Source: Home Style: House Members in Their Districts (1978).
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According to Fenno, the geographical constituency “includes the entire population within those
boundaries” (1). That is, the geographical constituency encompasses all potential voters in
districts. The reelection constituency “is composed of those people in a district who he (the
members of Congress) thinks will vote for him” (Fenno 1978, 8). The primary constituency is
comprised of the strongest supporters and “displays an intensity capable of producing additional
political activity, and they tender their support through thick and thin regardless of who the
challenger may be” (Fenno 1978, 18). The personal constituency is “all the people with whom
the congressman has shared some crucial experience—usually early in his career, and often the
testing election” (Fenno 1978, 24). This group is usually comprised of close family members,
friends, and political advisors. But where do white voters who live in minority majority districts
fit in this circle? White voters are part of the geographical constituencies. It can be
hypothesized that although white voters in majority black districts are not essential to the
electoral success of African American congressional incumbents, these members of Congress
still work through their constituency services to build trust among all groups of their
constituencies.
How does this provide white constituencies with information? As the literature suggests,
legislators have a number of tools at their disposal (e.g. consistency services) to build trust
among voters in their home districts. Furthermore, legislators want to show voters that they are
also members of their constituency groups. While some whites may initially resist African
American political representation, they are likely to take advantage of the services provided to
them by their African American representatives. It is also possible that many whites
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are accustomed to the presence of African American members of Congress. Therefore, when
African Americans represent whites, it may not cause such enormous alarm among some whites.
But what causes this difference in response to the presidency? It likely comes from the
fact that the office of the presidency is seen as more powerful than the mayoral or congressional
office. An African American president is likely to represent a significant shift in the balance of
power among some white voters. Particularly, the elevation of an African American to the
presidency is likely to be perceived as a direct threat to white interests and their political power
in the nation’s highest office. It is important to consider that within a larger context, many white
voters have never experienced African American representation. This study examines a critical
test case both for whites that live in majority minority districts and whites that are not
represented by an African Americans in congress.
Why Does this Matter? Significance of the Study
Why does it matter that African American political representation might affect white
attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice among whites? More importantly, why is it
important that the influence of African American political representation is likely to vary
depending on the political office occupied by African Americans? In the face of recent
arguments about the election of America’s first African American president, which symbolized
the transformation of American society into a post-racial society, uncovering the degree to which
African American representation affects white Americans is an influential theoretical and
normative contribution to the field that holds profound implications for the future of race,
redistricting, American politics, and representation more broadly.
African American politicians, at all levels, represent black and white Americans. It is not
enough to cast broad assumptions about how African American political representation impacts
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whites without calling specific attention to the political office held by African Americans. If it
becomes clear that whites respond positively to an African American Congressmen but more
negatively towards an African American president then this suggests that there is something
exceptional about the status of the office that may serve as a threat to whites. Uncovering this
relationship allows scholars to more easily understand changes in attitudes and candidate
preferences. It also allows political scientists to study whites in a manner that does not assume
that all white voters are monolithic. From a normative perspective, the best outcome from
African American political representation is that it should have a positive impact on the attitudes
and vote choice of whites provided whites are actually judging African American leadership on
their actions.
Despite a significant increase in the number of African Americans elected to political
offices, African Americans still remain under-represented in government. According to the
National Roster for Black Elected Officials, in 1970 there were 1,469 black elected officials in
the United States. That same year there were only nine black members of the United States
House of Representatives. In 2013 there were exactly 43 African American members in the US
House of Representatives. It is essential to gain better insight into how African American
political representation affects the attitudes and behavior of white Americans primarily because
African Americans remain under-represented in government and legal challenges threaten the
future of minority majority districts, making whites an important component to African
American electoral success.
This research cannot study this phenomenon without considering the broader implications
that this study has on minority representation. An equally important question is whether African
American political representation matters. Previous studies have found that African American
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political representation has little effect on whites’ political participation in elections and their
voting behavior (Mladenka 1991; Reed 1988; Eisinger 1982). The US Census data suggests
that the Latino and Hispanic population are expected to grow astronomically. Although Latino
and Hispanic political representation is lower than black representation, what we know about the
influence of African American political representation on whites may also hold implications for
the racial harmony or conflict with other marginalized groups within the United States.
The postulations advanced in this dissertation hold important significance beyond race.
In fact, the underlying issue addressed in this dissertation is how important information is in the
decision-making process of voters (Popkin 1991; Grofman 1994; Zaller 1992). Investigating the
role that information provides allows scholars an opportunity to examine the degree to which
white views are either fixed or conditional on their experiences with African American
leadership. If the informational model is accurate, white attitudes will depend on information
white voters receive during their experience with African American leadership. Intuitively,
experiences with African American leadership should inform whites about what African
American leadership means for the white community.
Additionally, it is vital to consider this study’s significant contribution to the broader
academic literature concerning issues, candidates, and elections. If the assertions of this
dissertation hold, then this work challenges the idea that candidates, issues, and campaigns are
the only factors affecting elections. Specifically, if white attitudes, policy preferences, and
behaviors have a greater link to the size of the black population than they do to the actual
information whites are exposed to under African American leadership, then scholars must begin
to engage new questions to understand the dynamics of race and politics.
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It is equally important to explore the possibility of the normative implications if the
findings suggest more of a racial threat or racial prejudice theory. Because scholars do not know
much about the impact of African American political representation on white attitudes and vote
choice at the congressional level, it is possible that the African American political representation
will have no impact on the racial attitudes and vote choice among whites. The cases in which
African Americans are elected to political office outside of minority majority districts are few.
In many of these cases racial polarized voting is widespread. In many elections involving an
African American and white candidate, whites tend to prefer the white candidate and African
Americans tend to prefer the African American candidate. From local to statewide office whites
tend to vote white and African Americans tend to vote for the African American candidate. It is
possible that the racially polarized voting within these districts is enough to actually prompt a
negative response from whites.
It is also likely that if white opposition to African American political representation is
rooted in racial prejudice then no matter how positive the white experience is under African
American leadership or how hard African Americans politicians try to dispel white fears then
their effort will be in vain. In this case, whites will simply ignore the experience and use their
predispositions regarding African Americans to shape their racial attitudes, evaluations of
African American incumbents, and vote choice. Additionally, African American office holding
has the potential to serve as a threat to the white political power which may in turn have a
negative impact on whites and their response African American representation. Above all, if the
findings suggest more a racial threat/prejudice model, there is important work to be done
regarding conversations of race and its continued influence on the politics of whites within the
United States of America.
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The Plan of the Dissertation
The plan of this dissertation is as follows: chapter two reviews the relevant literature
concerning black incumbents and whites by addressing the question of why African American
members of Congress are so successful in reelection. This chapter examines literature that
addresses how African Americans have won seats in the United States House of Representatives
by relying on traditional models that have not been applied to African American incumbents.
This chapter also addresses an interesting puzzle concerning African American political
representation and the factors surrounding the electoral success of black members of Congress.
Furthermore, this chapter engages the notion that although blacks remain underrepresented in
government, they seldom lose their reelection bids.
Chapter two also demonstrates that African American political representation in the
United States Congress has until very recently been met with mass resistance and, in some cases,
violence. In fact, it was not until the 1990s that African Americans won congressional seats in
majority white districts, and even in these rare exceptions, the number of African Americans
elected was substantially small. The electoral success of these incumbents surprised many
scholars and activists. When considered in conjunction with the academic literature concerning
political behavior, the electoral success of black incumbents in the United States House of
Representatives presents a very interesting contradiction. On the one hand, African American
political representation is often met with fear, anger, and racial antagonism. On the other hand,
when African Americans are elected and positioned to wield political power, they are often
reelected decisively.
Additionally, Chapter two also reviews the academic literature concerning the degree to
which experience with African American leadership at the congressional and presidential levels
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affects the political attitudes and policy preferences of white voters in minority majority districts.
Three theoretical frameworks are used to present a revised theory that racial learning is more
likely to take place among white voters after experiencing African American leadership. This
dissertation suggests that the likelihood of racial learning is contingent on whites’ perceived
power of the political office occupied by blacks. Simply put, whites may tolerate African
American political representation in what they perceive as lower levels of government and
respond more negatively at a higher level of government. For example, whites may support
black incumbent members of Congress but resist black leadership at the presidential level.
Therefore, it is necessary to theorize about the relationship between black political representation
at the federal level and white attitudes and behaviors.
Chapter three explains the data sources and the methodologies used to evaluate the
research questions. This chapter presents a two-part examination of the methodologies and
statistical analyses used to empirically test the research questions and the measurements
employed within this dissertation. The first part details the data collection methods, district
demographics, and electoral context of every majority black congressional election from 1970
until 2012. This data is primarily relied upon to further our understanding of the electoral
success of black incumbents which serves as a building block for understanding how the success
of these incumbents has impacted the racial attitudes of white voters residing in majority black
districts. The second part of chapter three details the attitudinal, policy preferences, and
candidate evaluation data from the 2010 and 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Survey.
This section explains the methodology as well as the measurement for each variable used to
examine the impact of African American political representation on the racial attitudes and
policy preferences of whites in majority-minority districts.
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Chapter four presents the findings and analysis. This chapter is presented in two parts.
The first section of chapter four presents the findings from the descriptive analysis regarding the
election of African American Congressional incumbents and the second section presents the
results of the logistic regression analysis. The descriptive analysis suggests that despite the fact
that African American political representation has been met with mass opposition, the creation of
majority black districts ensures the election of African American candidates and will
subsequently allow whites in these districts to experience African American congressional
representation. This chapter further suggests that African American legislators are rational
actors and that the benefits of the incumbency coupled with weaker challengers explain the
electoral success of black incumbents. The findings show that from 1970 to 2012 African
American congressional incumbents collectively won 90 percent of their elections. The results
also indicate that African American members of Congress benefit from the incumbency factor
are so strong that experienced challenger candidates rarely challenge them. The data further
shows that even when strong candidates challenge them, these candidates do not severely affect
the incumbent’s margin of victory.
Chapter four also presents the findings of the logistic regression analyses. This chapter
finds that African American political representation does not impact the racial attitudes or policy
preferences of whites. African American political representation does, however, negatively
influence white vote choice and the job performance evaluations of African American
incumbents. The evidence further shows that the longer whites live in congressional districts
represented by an African American, the more likely they are to become racially resentful. In
fact, African American political representation matters most when whites evaluate their
Congressional Representatives and even then, whites in congressional districts represented by
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African Americans are more likely to disapprove of their current house member’s job
performance. Another very important aspect of this chapter was to examine if whites respond
differently to African American officials depending upon the office held by the African
Americans representatives. The data suggests that racial attitudes were more pervasive among
whites when they evaluated President Obama than they were when they evaluated their
Congressional Representative. In addition, the data also suggests that racial attitudes had a
slightly larger impact among whites in 2012 than it did in 2008, suggesting that experience with
African American leadership in the White House may have increased the level of racial
resentment among whites. The overall findings challenge the assertions of the informational
thesis, which contends that African American political representation has the potential to
influence racial attitudes and vote choice. There appears to be a clear generational divide in the
opinions and racial attitudes of whites. For example, older whites are more racially resentful
than younger whites, while younger whites oppose programs such as affirmative action at higher
rates than do older whites. One of the major findings of this chapter is that race matters for
whites when they evaluate the job performance of their incumbent representative even after
disaggregating for the respondents and the incumbent’s race and partisanship. This suggests that
whites are likely to evaluate African American congressional incumbents negatively.
Chapter five concludes with a discussion of where the findings of this dissertation fit
within the broader literature of political science, an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses,
and recommendations for future research. The findings of this work challenge the assertions of
the informational thesis. This chapter also highlights the continued relevance of race among
whites. This chapter concludes with a discussion about the continued importance of minority
majority districts and its impact on African American political representation.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter examines the relevant academic literature concerning trends in African
American congressional representation, the incumbency factor, and the impact of white racial
attitudes on the politics of whites. After reviewing the extant literature concerning the
incumbency factor, this chapter also draws upon the literature concerning African American
political representation and how whites may react to experience with African American
leadership. This study departs from previous works in that it investigates this relationship
beyond the local context. The study also takes the discussion one step further by suggesting that
white responses to African American political representation may be contingent upon the office
occupied by African Americans. Simply put, African Americans who occupy a more powerful
political office such as the presidency may prompt a negative response from whites.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: the first section of this chapter examines the
origins of African American political representation within the United States. It was during the
era of Reconstruction that African American political representation would increase substantially
only to be completely alleviated by the 1900s5. The alleviation of African American political
representation was primarily due to white opposition via violence, intimidation tactics, racial
gerrymandering, poll taxes, all white primaries, and fraud. This section shows that once African
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Richard Valelly suggests “African Americans rights—to vote and hold office—have had a
stranger career” (1). 	
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Americans regained political representation within the United States House of Representatives
via the landmark voting and civil rights legislation of the 1960s that African Americans began to
have an increased propensity of returning to Congress once elected. This section of the chapter
draws upon the traditional explanations of the incumbency factor and applies it to the electoral
success of African American congressional incumbents. This section also reveals that the
academic literature has devoted very little scholarship to examining the impact of the
incumbency factor among African American Congressmen. This section further shows that even
when African American incumbents have had to face a sizable proportion of whites as a result of
reapportionment and legal challenges, many of them were successful in their reelection. A
review of the literature demonstrates that African American political representation in the United
States Congress has, until very recently, been met with mass resistance and, in some cases,
violence. In fact, it was not until the 1990s that African Americans won congressional seats in
majority white districts. Even in these rare exceptions, the number of African Americans elected
was substantially small. The electoral success of these incumbents surprised many scholars and
activists. When considered in conjunction with the literature concerning political behavior, the
electoral success of African American incumbents in the House presents a very interesting
contradiction. On the one hand, the literature argues that African American political
representation is often met with fear, anger, and racial antagonism. Conversely, when African
Americans are elected and are positioned to wield political power, they are often reelected
decisively. This chapter suggests that despite the fact that African American political
representation has been met with mass opposition, the creation of minority majority districts
ensures the election of African American candidates and has subsequently permitted whites in
these districts to live under black congressional representation. African American legislators are
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rational actors and the benefits of incumbency coupled with weaker challengers might explain
the electoral success of African American incumbents. Consistent with the informational model,
experience with these African American incumbents should allow whites to gain critical
information regarding the likely consequences of black leadership. This experience should allow
whites that live in minority majority districts to have a more favorable view towards the black
incumbent member of Congress than towards the challenger candidate.
After reviewing these three major eras, this chapter then reviews the relevant literature
concerning the white response to African American voters and African American candidates by
examining the informational, racial threat, and racial prejudice/backlash theories. The
conclusions of the literature suggest that the more often blacks strive for and enter the political
arena, the more negative the white response will be. More specifically, the greater number of
African Americans in politics usually means an increase in white fear and opposition to African
American candidates.
Black Congressmen in the Reconstruction Era (1865-1900)
One common misconception is that minority representation started with the passage of
the Voting Rights Act of 1965. The reality is that the incorporation of African Americans in the
political process dates back to 1865 with the passage of the Civil War Amendments. After the
Civil War, the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments were adopted. The Thirteenth
Amendment abolished slavery and made formal slaves citizens. The Fourteenth Amendment
ensured equal protection under the law, and the Fifteenth Amendment prohibited voting
discrimination on the basis of race. These amendments played an essential role in significantly
increasing the number of African Americans elected to Congress. Following the adoption of
these amendments, African American political representation significantly increased, but by the
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turn of the twentieth century, African American political representation in Congress would
dwindle to nearly non-existence6. Hosmer and Fineman (1978) write that “in 1869, the first
black man entered the United States Congress, his election a result of Reconstruction legislation
passed two years earlier” (97). According to Lubin (1997), there were a total of twenty African
Americans elected between 1878 and 1900. He further suggests that “no African American won
election from a district with a clear white majority during the nineteenth century” (19).
African American political representation during the Reconstruction Era resulted from
Republicans encouraging African Americans to vote as a means of maintaining political power
in the South. Valelly (2004) finds that “between December 1866 and December 1876, the
percentage of all black adult males eligible to vote suddenly shot up from .5 percent to 80.5
percent, with all of the increases in the former Confederacy” (3). The overwhelming support of
the Republican Party caused the entire delegation of African Americans to identify with the
Republican Party. This represented a monumental moment in African American political
representation; however, the number of years that African Americans served in the House of
Representatives would be short-lived. Tate (2003) shows that “African American political
representation would reach its peak of eight representatives in 1875, however by the 45th
Congress only three black representatives would remain and all of them were from South
Carolina” (52). Tate further suggests that by the 46th Congress, there were no African Americans
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African American House Members 1870-1901. Alabama, Jeremiah Haralson, James T.
Rapier, Benjamin S. Turner; Florida, Josiah T. Walls; Georgia, Jefferson Long; Louisiana,
Charles E. Nash; Mississippi, John R. Lynch; North Carolina, Henry Cheathman, John A
Hyman, James O’Hara, George E. White; South Carolina, Richard H. Cain, Robert C. DeLarge,
Robert B. Elliot, Thomas E. Miller, George W. Murray, Joseph H. Rainey, Alonzo J. Ransier,
Robert Smalls; Virginia, John M. Langston (Tate 2003, 28.)
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serving within the chamber. However, in the 47th7 Congress, two African Americans were
elected from South Carolina. It was not until 1901 that African American representation
completely disappeared, and this would continue until 1928.
Just when African American political representation increased significantly, why was
there such a rapid decline? Lubin (1997) argues that “African Americans could not successfully
resist efforts by so-called redeemers to exclude blacks from the franchise without the support of
the federal government” (18). After such a rapid increase in the number of African Americans
gaining political power, many states led by white supremacists used a variety of state laws and
constitutional subterfuges, including poll taxes, literacy tests, and all-white primaries, to prevent
African Americans, and in some cases poor whites, from voting. Some even resorted to violence
and intimidation to prevent African Americans from even registering to vote. The level of
violence and terrorism aimed at African Americans during this era and much of the first half of
the twentieth century can, to some extent, be compared to the terrorism of Islamic extremists.
At the height of African American congressional representation – between the 1870s and
1880s, southern Democrats implemented racial gerrymanders. Some of the first states to adopt
racial gerrymanders were Alabama, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia.
These states aggressively moved to pack African Americans into single congressional districts in
order to limit their overall voting strength (Tate 2003). African Americans comprised such a
large population that it was tactically beneficial to southern Democrats to place them into a
single district. According to the U.S. Census data, African Americans comprised a majority of
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Tate (2003) notes, “This was the congress in which members would turn a blind eye
towards the violent repression of Black voting by White Southerners. This violence affected the
balloting of the 1876 presidential election between Hayes and Tilden, as Southern States
invalidated the returns in violence-torn countries, enough so that Democrats from South Carolina
and Louisiana disputed the results” (52).
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the population in Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina. Even in states such as Alabama,
Florida, and Georgia, African Americans were between 45 and 50 percent of the population.
These new gerrymandered districts were very effective in diluting African American voting
strength in the 1890s. Consider for example, David Lublin (1997) who argues that these
gerrymanders prevented “the election of more than a few African Americans or Republicans to
Congress” (19).
In addition to gerrymanders, violence, and intimidation, mass fraud was also a tactic
employed by white supremacists. Although Louisiana did not engage in racial gerrymandering,
fraud in favor of the Democratic Party plagued the state’s elections. For example, in several
parishes that were more than 80 percent African American, more than 100 percent of registered
voters voted for the Democratic candidates, despite the fact that African Americans’ preferred
candidates from the Republican Party (Tate 2003).
African American Congressional Representation in the Twentieth Century
The repression of African American voting rights through several structural and violent
means was so effective that African Americans would not return to the House until 1929 with the
election of Oscar DePriest in Chicago. His election ended a twenty-seven year absence of
African American political representation. During the first half of the twentieth century, African
Americans seated in Congress would only increase to three. The first African Americans serving
in Congress were all from southern states, but this second set of African Americans were elected
from New York, Chicago, and Detroit. Tate (2003) notes, “Their [African Americans] great
migration Northern to urban centers, however, created political jurisdictions where they
constituted a voting majority” (53). Providing further support for this claim, Lubin (1997)
suggests that “the high concentration of blacks in compact areas of each of these cities made it
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impossible to eliminate these majority black districts without placing large numbers of blacks in
neighboring white ethnic constituencies” (19). This played a significant role in the election of
African Americans.
African American political representation in Congress occurred in those areas that had
rapid population increases. Tate (2003) carefully notes that the success of these candidates did
not occur automatically. Instead, it was a function of African American political participation in
northern political machines in urban areas such Chicago, New York, and Philadelphia.
Grimshaw (1992) contends that political machine leaders such as Richard Daley compensated
African American voters with two congressional seats. African Americans eventually became
frustrated with their dependence on the political machines (Tate 2003). As a result, Ralph
Metcalf led a revolt against the political establishment (Tate 2003). However, in 1978 when
Ralph Metcalf left Congress, Daley put his support behind Bennett Stewart, who successfully
won election to Congress. Stewart would only serve one term before getting defeated by Harold
Washington Ford. Daley would also be responsible for the three decades of Cardiss Collins
leadership, who won her husband’s seat after his death.
VRA 1965: Black Representation and the Second Reconstruction
Nearly five months after “Bloody Sunday” and two months after his historic
commencement address at Howard University, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed into law one
of the most aggressive federal voting rights laws in the nation’s history. The Voting Rights Act
of 1965 was designed to “remedy the problem of black voters’ disfranchisement, especially in
the South, where disenfranchisement was prevalent and pervasive” (Reeves 1997, 7).
Essentially, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 enforced the rights of citizens to vote. Since its
passage, the Voting Rights Act has been amended several times. In 1975 the legislation was
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amended to add Hispanics and other minorities as a protected group. In 1982 the Act was again
amended to expand the authority of the Voting Rights Section of the US Department of Justice.
The 1982 Amendments sought to move beyond the formal barriers that prevented African
Americans from voting to focus on vote dilution. According to Engstrom (1980), vote dilution is
defined as “the practice of reducing the potential effectiveness of a group’s voting strength by
limiting its ability to translate that strength into the control of elected public officials” (197).
The United States Department of Justice has since interpreted the amendments to mean that
whenever possible, states with sizable African American populations should create electoral
districts that would give African Americans a reasonable chance to elect candidates of their
choice. Simply put, the 1982 Amendments guaranteed a “right to representation” (Grofman,
Handley, and Niemi 1992, 23). Supporters of the 1982 Amendments asked, “What use was the
right to vote if those previously disenfranchised was regularly defeated at the ballot box?”
(Lublin 1997, 7).
The most frequent argument advanced by proponents of the 1982 Amendments was that
vote dilution was a result of racial gerrymandering used to influence electoral outcomes.
Dawson (1994), Kousser (1999), Reeves (1997), and Tate (1993) have all demonstrated that
African American and white voters are more likely to elect candidates from their own respective
races. This led to many states creating congressional districts in which the minority population
was distributed so thin that no congressional district had a majority of black voters. This
practiced has been labeled “cracking” (Morgan 2007). Other discriminatory practices included
“packing districts,” which are created when congressional districts are drawn in such a way so
that a sizable proportion of minority voters are packed into a single district that leaves the
surrounding areas majority-white (Morgan 2007).
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Over the years, the Voting Rights Act has been subject to many revisions and
amendments. In 2006 the Voting Rights Act was reauthorized with the use of “election
examiners and observers, voting qualifications, and standards intended to diminish, or with the
effect of diminishing, the ability of U.S. citizens on account of race or color to elect preferred
candidates; and the awarding of attorney fees in enforcement proceeding to include expert fees
and other reasonable costs of litigation” (Press Release Office of the Press Secretary, 2006).
Before the passage of the amendments of the 1980s, very few minority majority districts existed.
After these amendments were passed, several legal and political challenges emerged. The legal
consequences first appeared in the 1990s round of redistricting with the creation of several
minority majority districts in the South. The number of majority black districts went from
seventeen in 1990 to thirty-two in 1992 (Grose 2011). The composition of these new minority
majority districts led many white Democrats to retire because they did not want to risk defeat in
these newly drawn districts. After 1992, thirty-eight African Americans were elected to the U.S.
House of Representatives8.
The new majority African American congressional districts were met with extreme
resistance and legal challenges claiming, “district plans impermissibly used race in violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment” (Grose 2011, 6). These same congressional districts that were
created to bring about fair representation for African Americans now faced legal challenges
claiming that these new districts diluted white voting strength. The 1990s and 2000s presented
numerous legal challenges to majority black districts, and the U.S. Supreme Court dismantled
many of those districts. For example, the legal challenge to North Carolina’s 12th District was
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In 1992 there were only two African American members of Congress who were elected
from majority white districts with one being Gary Franks who was a Republican.
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first argued in 1993 in Shaw v Reno. In this important case, the Supreme Court held that
“redistricting based on race must be held to a standard of strict scrutiny under the equal
protection clause while bodies doing redistricting must be conscious of race to the extent that
they must ensure compliance with the Voting Rights Act” (Shaw v. Reno 1993).
Shortly after Shaw v. Reno, in Miller v. Johnson the Supreme Court dismantled minority
majority congressional districts in two states that were protected under Section 59 of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965. In this case, the Supreme Court found that any districts created with race as
the primary factor were unconstitutional. This resulted in more than eleven districts being
redrawn. These newly created districts forced many members of Congress to face a drastically
different reelection population with smaller minority populations (Grose 2011).
Many scholars and civil rights activists complained that the decision of the Supreme
Court would have negative political consequences for the future of African American
representation in the House. For example, one member of Congress expressed his discontent
with the Court’s decision in an editorial and stated the following: “Five Supreme Court Justices
have done to blacks in Louisiana what no hooded Ku Klux Klan mobs were able to do in this
decade—remove a black from Congress” (Fields and Higginbotham 1996). The overall reaction
to the Court’s decision was that African Americans who were faced with a majority white
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Shelby County, Alabama vs. Holder “ On June 25, 2013, the Supreme Court ruled in Shelby
County v. Holder that the coverage formula in Section 4(b) of the Voting Rights Act (VRA),
which was used to determine the states and political subdivisions subject to Section 5
preclearance, was unconstitutional. Section 5 is the part of the Voting Rights Act that requires
certain jurisdictions to demonstrate to either the Attorney General or a federal court in
Washington, D.C., that any proposed voting change is not discriminatory, before that change can
be implemented. Thus, while the Court did not invalidate the preclearance mechanism in the
Voting Rights Act per se, it effectively halted its use by invalidating the formula that determined
which places were subject to the preclearance obligation” ( http://www.civilrights.org/votingrights/shelby-county-v-holder.html). 	
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electorate would have a more difficult task of holding on to their seats in the U.S. House of
Representatives.
However, the 1996 elections told a very different story. After decisions in cases such as
Miller v. Johnson, African American members of Congress who sought reelection in majority
black districts would have to face a sizable white electorate. Surprisingly, in 1996 five African
American congressional incumbents who sought reelection in redrawn districts won reelection.
Not only did these African American incumbents win reelection, they did so with the help of a
sizable proportion of white support. One of the most famously cited cases is that of
Representative Cynthia McKinney representing the 11th Congressional District in Georgia.
McKinney won reelection with an estimated 31 percent of white support. Likewise, Sandford
Bishop won an estimated 36 percent of the white vote in the 2nd Congressional District (Bullock
and Dunn, 1997). Other African American members of Congress forced to run for reelection in
new districts included Corrine Brown (FL-3), Eva Clayton (NC-1), Mel Watt (NC-12), Sheila
Jackson-Lee (TX-18), and Eddie Bernice Johnson (TX-30) (Grose 2011). The electoral success
of these incumbents surprised many scholars and activists. In fact, the success of these
incumbents counters the overwhelming conclusion of the academic literature concerning white
response to African American incumbents. In fact, the success of these incumbents counters the
overwhelming conclusion of the academic literature concerning white response to African
American incumbents. The success of these candidates presents a very perplexing phenomenon.
What is it about these candidates that allowed them to be so successful with white support
despite facing a different election constituency? The academic literature points in the direction
of the incumbency factor. Each of these candidates shared one similarity: they were all longstanding incumbents.
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Electoral Success of African American Congressional Incumbents
Why have some African American Incumbents of Congress been able to win reelections
when faced with a sizable proportion of white voters? And, more importantly, what explains the
electoral success of African American incumbents? Few political issues in the study of
American politics have received as much attention and scholarly discourse as have the impact of
the incumbency factor in congressional elections (Carson, Engstrom, and Roberts 2006). Yet,
despite the presence of such a large body of literature, few political scientists have attempted to
explain the electoral success of African American incumbents in the United States House of
Representatives. The extant academic literature suggests an undeniable significant increase in
the electoral advantages afforded to congressional incumbents since the 1960s. A plethora of
empirical studies (Born 1979; Cover 1977; Cover and Mayhew 1974; Burnham 1975; Mayhew
1974; Tufte 1974; Erikson 1972) have demonstrated that members of Congress have an
increased likelihood of returning to Washington through victory margins that result from the
incumbency factor. Scholars have argued that members of Congress have an increased
incumbency advantage because of gerrymandering (Tufte 1974) and increased use of office
perquisites such as the frank (Mayhew 1974), and increased travel budgets (Cover and Mayhew
1977). They have also argued that increased engagement in nonpartisan activities such as
consistency services (Fiorina 1977; Mayhew 1974) and the political skill of position taking
(Mayhew 1974) have also permitted members of Congress to reap the benefits of incumbency.
In contrast to the previously mentioned explanations, others (Nelson 1978; Cover and Mayhew
1977; Cover 1977; Frerejohm 1977; Mayhew 1974; Burnham 1975; Erikson 1972) suggest that
the decline in partisan loyalties coupled with the increase in the number of voters identifying as
independents is what best explains the electoral safety of incumbents. On the other hand,
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congressional scholars have argued that the increasing incumbency advantage can be attributed
to ineffective opposition candidates (Abramowitiz 1980; Mann and Wolfinger 1980; Mann 1977;
Jacobson 2006). Contemporary scholars, such as Cox and Katz (2002) suggest that the
increasing incumbency advantage is linked to a rise in the lack of quality candidates challenging
incumbents. Their argument suggests that incumbents have become better engineers of
campaigns than have their political opponents. While explanations of the incumbency factor
have varied and grown in scope, political scientists have only marginally written about the
electoral success of African American incumbents in the U.S. House of Representatives.10 We
know even less about the how African American incumbents impact the racial attitudes and vote
choice of whites11. A review of the academic literature suggests that much of the electoral
success of African American incumbents can be attributed to the benefits of the incumbency
factor such as constituency service, weak challenger candidates, congressional district
demographics, and majority minority congressional districts. There is absolutely no reason to
suspect that African American members do not utilize the same benefits of the incumbency
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It is important to note that there is a significant void in the academic literature concerning
the study of African American incumbents. The studies that even remotely examine this topic
only focus on white backlash in state and local elections. Many of these studies have attempted
to estimate white support for the black candidate (see Keise 1997; Browning et al. 1997;
Peterson 1994; Sleeper 1993; Voss 1996; Giles and Hertz 1994; Giles and Buckner 1993; Orey
2004; Hajnal 2007; Knuckey and Orey 2000; and Orey 2001).
In explaining the electoral success of African Americans, several empirical analyses have
focused on estimating white support for black candidates by relying on King’s (2003) Ecological
Inference (EI) method, which is used to estimate electoral behavior by utilizing deterministic
bounds with maximum likelihood. In attempting to determine what percentage of white voters
voted for Candidate X, the methodology takes the observable attributes and works backwards to
obtain an estimate of vote share cast by Group X. In elections, it is difficult to determine how
many whites voted for a black candidate because the casting of ballots are secret; however, the
vote share that each candidate received, the total number of votes cast, and the percentage of
voters who are members of a specific racial group are all observable attributes that EI uses.	
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factor afforded to whites. African American legislators are rational actors driven by their desire
for reelection. Therefore, they have an incentive to take advantage of the benefits of office to
serve their reelection needs. Like their white counterparts, African American members of
Congress seldom lose their reelection bids. No matter how much whites who live in minority
majority districts may attempt to elect a white representative to Congress, a harsh reality is that
their chances of success are very small. The creation of minority majority districts protects
African American descriptive representation. While it has been argued that redistricting hurt
African American substantive representation, political scientists still know very little about the
less obvious impact of African American representation on whites in minority majority districts.
Political scientists have often thought of political representation through policymaking. It is
however possible that representation at the congressional level can facilitate individual
engagement in a non-partisan manner. This happens primarily though constituency services.
This legislative behavior may provide whites with information regarding the likely consequences
of African American congressional leadership for the white community.
Gary Jacobson (2009) suggests, “From the 1950s through the 1980s, the electoral
importance of individual candidates and campaigns expanded, while that of party labels and
national issues diminished” (27). Although scholars have debated the empirical measurements
of the incumbency factor, they all seem to agree that “the emergence of a more candidatecentered electoral process helped one class of congressional candidates to prosper: the incumbent
officeholder” (Jacobson 2009, 27). In fact, the research contends that the incumbency advantage
offers major electoral dividends. For example:
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Figure 3: Reelection Rate for US Congress 1964-2012	
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Figure 4 reveals that members of Congress are more likely to get reelected and that the reelection
rate for the chamber has been stable over time.
What is it about the incumbency advantage that yields such powerful electoral benefits?
One of the classic explanations suggests that the institutional characteristics of Congress breed
an environment in which incumbents use resources to serve their election objectives. In
expressing his sentiments about the institution of Congress, David Mayhew (1974) contends, “If
a group of planners sat down and tried to design a pair of American assemblies with the goal of
serving member’s reelection needs year in and year out, they would be hard pressed to improve
on what exists” (81-82). This political structure described permits members of Congress to
peruse their reelection goals. The structure of Congress fosters a decentralized committee
system that allows members to specialize in a certain legislative area. This self-selection system
positions the individual legislator to better serve local interests. Essentially, the specialization of
committee service provides members of Congress with a legislative platform on which they can
write and advocate for specific policies. Just as the institution of Congress facilitates an
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environment that benefits incumbents, scholars have suggested that parties also bow to the
electoral needs of members. In another seminal work exploring the underpinnings and inner
workings of Congress, Mayhew noted that “the best service a party can supply to its
congressmen is a negative one: It can leave them alone. And this is in general what parties do”
(12). By leaving members alone, the system permits members to engage in position taking.
According to Jacobson (2006), “Members of congress also voted themselves an astonishing array
of official resources that could be used to pursue reelection. These include salary, travel, office,
staff, and communication allowances that are now, by a conservative estimate worth more than
$1 million per year for each house member and up to several times that for senators” (36).
One of the major advantages of being an incumbent is the official control of resources
used to contact constituents (Jacobson 2003). Members of Congress expanded this effort in the
1960s by increasing the level of professionalization. One of the most widely accepted views is
that “voters were more known to favor the candidate with whom they were familiar (that is,
whose names they could recall when asked), so more extensive self-advertising by members
could be expected to have direct electoral payoffs, assuming that it made them more familiar to
voters” (Jacobson 2006, 38). Simply put, members of Congress are afforded the resources to
achieve their reelection goals.
Constituency Service
Despite the various mediums members of Congress utilize to enhance the incumbency
advantage; scholars such as Morris P. Fiorina (1977) argue that constituency service is the most
important vehicle. Fiorina suggests that members of Congress were able to change the focus of
their activities from simply a policymaking role to a more service-based role. In describing this
development Gary Jacobson (2006) contends:
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Essentially, they created needs and then reaped the rewards of spending more time and
energy catering to them. In the three decades following World War II, Congress enacted
legislation that greatly generated an increasing volume of demands from citizens for help
in coping with bureaucratic mazes or in taking advantage of federal programs. Members
responded to the demands by continually adding to their capacity to deliver assistance,
including growth of personal staff (39).
This growth in demand provided an opportunity for legislators to engage in activities beyond
policymaking. It created an opportunity for lawmakers to build up credibility among voters in
their districts. Fiorina sums up the benefits of constituency service by suggesting that “the nice
thing about case work is that it is mostly profit; one makes more friends than enemies” (180).
Given the nonpartisan nature of constituency service, it is plausible that voters would prefer an
incumbent candidate. Simply put, “incumbents’ increased emphasis on nonpartisan district
services has altered the meaning of the electoral choice” (Jacobson 2006, 40). As such, even if a
voter did not support a candidate, they are still privy to these services.
Electoral Characteristics: Challenger Quality
The quality of the candidate challenging the sitting incumbent is another important factor
that explains the success of incumbent candidates. Intuitively, one would expect that better
challengers should yield more competitive elections. Yet, the literature suggests that
congressional incumbents often win decisively, regardless of the strength of the candidate. Prior
to Krasno and Green (1988), many studies simply treated the measurement of candidate quality
as a dichotomous variable12. It is commonly argued that “many incumbents win easily by wide
margins because they face inexperienced, sometimes reluctant challengers who lack the financial
and organizational backing to mount a serious campaign for Congress” (Jacobson 2006, 42).
Although frequent visits back to the home district, casework, and other legislative activities are
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Bond et al., 1985; Born (1986); Bianco (1984); and Cannon (1985).
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aimed at winning reelection, candidates also employ these tactics to influence the perceptions of
various constituencies and potential challengers. For example, if ambitious politicians perceive
that they have no realistic chance at winning, they will be reluctant to challenge incumbents.
Serious contenders in congressional elections are indisputably the candidates who have careers in
politics. That is, candidates who have experience in running for office or have held political
office are in a position to run better campaigns. They are likewise able to employ a rational
campaign strategy, have political connections, have the ability to mobilize political supporters,
and effectively frame political messages. It has been suggested that “an experienced politician
will have acquired valuable political assets—most typically, lower elective office—that increase
the probability of moving to a higher office” (Jacobson 2006, 42).
One of the most important empirical studies examining the quality of challengers in
House elections is Krasno and Green (1988). Their study sets forth the standard for measuring
candidate quality. In this seminal work, the authors assert that candidate quality must account
for both attractiveness and political skill. Krasno and Green (1988) define these two attributes as
follows:
The term attractiveness includes the full range of attributes which may be appealing in
the eyes of the voters; qualifications for office in the form of education or occupational
experience, familiarity resulting from name recognition, and persona attractiveness due to
appearance of personality. Political Skill refers to the ability to organize and conduct
campaign (921).
Taking into account attractiveness and political skill, Krasno and Green (1988) created a
candidate quality distribution index that captures the quality of challengers on a scale from 0-7.
Candidates are assigned scores based on their level of political experience and political careers.
The higher the level of the office a particular candidate has served in, the higher the score a
particular candidate is assigned. For example, a candidate is assigned a ‘4’ if he or she has
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current past or statewide political experience; a ‘3’ if the candidate has current or past citywide
political experience; a ‘2’ if the candidate has current or past countywide political experience; a
‘1’ if the candidate has appointed political experience; and a ‘0’ if the candidate does not have
any political experience. One of the key criticisms of this method is the availability of
information regarding the past political experiences of challenger candidates. Although the data
is often difficult to find in past campaign materials, websites (such as The Political Graveyard),
newspaper searches, and search engine searches have made finding this material easier.
Furthermore, Carson, Engstrom, and Roberts (2006) suggest that “candidate quality is a
fundamental piece of the puzzle in understanding the historical development of the incumbency
advantage in American politics” (289). It is also argued that the structure governing American
congressional elections has significantly affected the competitiveness of congressional races
(Jacobson 2004). Scholars such as Argersinger (1985-1986) have found that elections in the
nineteenth century were “characterized by high levels of partisanship and electoral
competitiveness and slight shifts in voting or turnover of legislators were substantial” (291).
Contemporary elections in the House are just the opposite, as has been previously demonstrated.
Scholars have attributed the high reelection rates of House members to a number of factors,
including competitive elections (Brady and Grofman 1991) and partisan redistricting (Engstrom
and Kernell 2005).
Even the method by which candidates were recruited for political office has been cited as
a factor affecting the quality of challengers. Dallinger (1897) and Ostrogorski (1964) recant the
candidate recruitment process. These two authors suggest that before the move toward the direct
primary during the 1990s, party caucuses nominated congressional candidates. Important to our
understanding about the quality of the candidate is the composition of the actual nominating
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caucuses. Swenson (1982) and Bensel (2004) suggest that many of the political caucuses were
operated by strong party organizations whose sole intentions were to recruit strong competitive
candidates to challenger seats for Congress.
The Link Between Black Incumbency and White Attitudes (A Conditional)
So far the academic literature demonstrates that one of the commonly cited explanations
for the success of African American incumbents is the advantage afforded to house members
who hold the incumbency status. Inherent in the informational model is an important link
between black incumbency status and white racial attitudes. Like white members of Congress, it
is safe to assume that African American members of Congress are rational actors driven by their
reelection goals. The creation of majority minority congressional districts in addition to the
perks of incumbent status such as consistency services should provide an opportunity for whites
in these districts to gain important information regarding the realities of African American
leadership. For example, during the 1996 round of redistricting, African American house
members who faced more white voters still won reelection with a substantial share of white
support. The question here is not if African American incumbents win their reelection contests,
but how whites respond to these incumbents.
If, as the informational model contends, whites fear African American leadership because
they do not have experience with American leadership, then the experience of living under an
African American congressional representative should provide white residents with an
opportunity to judge African American leadership based on their experience. African American
incumbent representatives provide an ideal opportunity to assess how African American political
representation might impact the racial attitudes, vote choice, and policy preferences of whites,
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and how white residents may react differently depending on the office occupied by an African
American.
Racial Biases: White Voters and African American Candidates
According to Walters (1988), African American political history is best described by
three major social shifts: the civil rights movement in the 1950s, the black liberation movement
of the 1960s, and the black electoral movement. Prior to the 1960s, there were only 29 African
Americans serving as mayors. By the start of the 1970s, that number had grown tremendously.
The success of these African American candidates was primarily due to the support of the
substantial black population. An interesting phenomenon took place in the 1980s. Many African
Americans started to seek office in areas with substantial proportions of white voters. Even more
shocking, several were elected to offices in cities such as Denver and Seattle.
Despite the election of some African Americans to office in the 1980s and the election of
the United States’ first African American president in 2008, many white voters are still skeptical
of African American candidates. Although public opinion research suggests that white voters
will often indicate they will vote for an African American candidate who is qualified, the
empiricists suggest otherwise (Stein and Kohfeld 1991; Loewen 1990; Bullock 1984;
O’Loughlin 1979; Murray and Vedlitz 1978; Black and Black 1973). Several of these studies
suggest that in bi-racial elections, white voters will support the white candidate by more than 70
percent. In fact, McCrary (1990) suggests that white resistance to African American candidates
is so strong that many whites will change political parties to keep from voting for an African
American candidate.
It would be erroneous to suggest that all elections involving an African American and
white candidate are met with extreme opposition from white voters. In fact, African American
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candidates do win in localities where the majority of voters are white. However, these cases are
not widespread. Although Barack Obama was elected and reelected as the 44th President of the
United States, he struggled to get support among white voters. For example, according to one
article, Mitt Romney, the Republican nominee for President in 2012, won 88 percent of the white
vote (Demby 2012).
Because of this challenge and similar cases across the United States, very few African
American elected officials have been elected in areas where whites comprise of a majority of the
population. Grofman and Handley (1994) suggest that, nationally, more than eight percent of
African American politicians are elected from majority black localities and districts. Cannon
(1999) and Highton (2004) both suggest that it is rare for African American congressional
candidates to win in majority white districts. The conclusions of the extant literature are clear:
when white Americans are given a choice between a black or white candidate, they are more
likely to elect the white candidate.
A number of empirical studies suggest that African American congressional candidates
are no different. Although the creation of minority majority districts significantly increased the
number of African Americans in the House, Branton (2009) finds that race remains an important
factor for minority candidates. Despite several studies finding continued relevance for the race
factor for congressional candidates, once elected, these incumbents are often reelected at higher
rates than their white counterparts. The creation of minority majority districts ensures the
election and reelection of African Americans in Congress. It is likely that even when African
Americans are forced to run for office in a more competitive district, their level of black support
coupled with the incumbency factor creates a safe electoral environment.
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The Impact of Black Representation on White Attitudes in Minority-Majority Districts
The election of African Americans to political office has symbolically represented a
significant step in equality for many blacks. Their continued reelection to the United States
Congress has to some extent institutionalized African Americans in Congress. Throughout the
course of American politics two questions have permeated the study of racial politics within the
United States. The first question has dealt primarily with whether or not white Americans will
vote for an African American while the second question has examined if African Americans
once elected can actually change the everyday living conditions of African American
constituents. With such a significant increase in the number of African American elected
officials, it is perplexing as to why the likely consequences of African American representation
remain unclear. It is a fact that even when African Americans are elected to positions of power,
they are unlikely to improve the economic and social positions of African American constituents.
The empirical record has shown that African American incumbents have only slightly changed
issues such as hiring and economic spending priorities (Eisinger 1982 and Mladenka 1989).
Even in other areas of substantive change, black leaders’ overall impact on the African American
community has been negligible at best. As Manning Marable notes, black political
representation “can be viewed as a psychological triumph, but they represent no qualitative
resolution to the crises of black poverty, educational inequality, crime, and unemployment”
(quoted in Perry 1996, 6). As the previous section demonstrates, African American incumbents
enjoy a substantial electoral advantage because of their incumbency status. This advantage is so
strong that experienced challenger candidates appear to be very hesitant in challenging sitting
incumbents and even when they do they face an uphill battle to unseat these incumbents. When
an African American incumbents’ congressional district is redrawn, their reelection prospects
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remain unaffected. Even when African American congressmen face white voters, they are still
more likely to be reelected. The electoral success of these incumbents has consequences for
whites living in minority majority districts that have the potential to impact white attitudes.
While African American leadership may not have a substantive impact on the African American
community, it may have an even less obvious impact on the attitudes and political preferences of
white Americans.
Prior empirical investigations of African American political representation have taken on
the concern of descriptive verses substantive representation. The academic literature that
addresses African American political representation has primarily focused on the impact of black
political representation on the African American community. For example, the vast majority of
the literature that addresses black representation has examined its impact on the mobilization of
African American voters (Gay 2001; Bositis 1998; Voss and Lublin 2001), and its policy
consequences (Abney and Hutchinson 1981; Cameron and Epstein and O’Halloran 1996;
Cannon 1999; Hutchinson, McClerking, and Charles 2004; Lublin 1997; Swain 1995; Whitby
1998 and Bratton and Haynie 1999). The one scholarly work (Hajnal 2007) that does address the
impact of African American political representation on white voters is limited to the study of
local politics, leaving scholars to speculate if the findings of his work are applicable to federal
elections. Prior investigations of black political representation have placed so much attention on
understanding the impact of black political representation on the African American community
that political scientists have failed to explore the possible impact of black representation at the
congressional level on the attitudes of whites residing in majority black districts. It is striking
that more than fifty years after the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 we know very little
about political attitudes and beliefs of white voters in minority majority districts.
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An examination of the extant literature argues that while black political representation
may not dramatically alter the social and economic positions of African Americans, it may
provide whites living in minority majority districts with an opportunity to gather information
regarding the consequences of African American leadership. More specifically, it is suggested
that the nature of congressional representation provides important information to whites and
educates them about African American leadership, reducing fear regarding the black incumbents’
political preferences, while at the same time improving race relations. Unlike prior studies (see
Hajnal, 2007), this work suggests that due to the nature of congressional representation, whites
residing in minority majority districts should have more relaxed attitudes and policy preferences.
The key difference in this analysis is that the level of African American political representation
matters when examining the impact of black political representation on white attitudes and
policy preferences. If whites are concerned about maintaining their position of power, then their
reaction to African America Congressional representation should differ substantially from
reaction to African American Presidential representation.
This section offers several explanations on how African American political representation
might impact the attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice, and evaluations of African American
incumbents among whites. Drawing on the extant literature, this section provides three possible
explanations regarding the impact of black congressional representation on white voters residing
in minority-majority districts by highlighting the gaps in the literature.
What We Know: Three Possible Answers
The academic literature concerning black political representation has made significant
strides in both theory and empirics. Scholars have placed a great deal of attention on the degree
to which minority majority districts maximize substantive representation. Others have placed a
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strong emphasis on the impact of African American political representation on the political
mobilization of black and white voters. While these avenues of research have certainly
contributed to the discipline of political science, it is alarming that there are few studies that
investigate the impact of African American political representation at the congressional level on
the attitudes of white voters residing in minority majority congressional districts. Intuitively, one
would think that given the contemporary legal challenges to minority majority districts, scholars
would have a renewed interest in not just understanding the vote choice of whites in minority
majority districts, but also in examining their attitudes, policy preferences, and methods for
evaluating African American politicians.
Although the academic literature does not explicitly examine this puzzle, it does provide
avenues that are potentially fruitful in examining this phenomenon. The academic literature
addressing this matter has primarily suggested three major explanations about the possible
impacts of black political representation on white Americans. The first explanation suggests that
black political representation has the potential to significantly improve the racial attitudes and
behavior of white Americans (Hajnal 2001 and 2007). The second explanation argues that white
attitudes are impacted by the environmental context and that larger black populations are likely
to have a negative impact on white views regarding race or race-targeted policies (Oliver and
Mendelberg 2000). The third explanation suggests black political representation has very little
impact on the white community and that white views remain unmoved by black representation or
they become disengaged from the political process all together (Bae and Landau 2011; Bullock
and Dunn 1999; Gilliam 1996; Bobo and Gilliam 1990; Gay 1999; Parent and Shrum 1986; Voss
and Lubin 2001). Despite the argument advanced by these studies, political scientists know very
little about how these theories may vary when studied at different levels of government. Further
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confusing matters is the fact that the literature from which these theories draw has failed to yield
consistent findings.
Racial Attitudes and Black Candidates
In recent decades political scientists have sought to explain white resistance to AfricanAmerican candidates (Kinder and Sears 1981; Knuckey and Orey 2000; McConahay and Hough
1976; Orey 2001; Reeves 1997; Sears and Kinder 1971; Sonenshein 1993; Terkildsen 1993).
Several of these studies have found that resistance to African American candidates is linked to
white racial attitudes. Among the most notable forms of white racial attitudes are racial
resentment and symbolic racism.
The racial resentment thesis is predicated on the notion that older forms of racism such as
overt racism (i.e. - Jim Crow) have evolved into a new form of racism known as “symbolic
racism.” Jim Crow rests on the idea that blacks are morally inferior and is therefore not worthy
of sharing the same public facilities and residential areas. Symbolic racism, also known as racial
resentment, is based on “a blend of anti-black affect and the kind of traditional American moral
values embodied in the Protestant Ethic” (Kinder and Sears 1981, 416). Racial resentment
contends that prejudice in the evaluation of black candidates stems from the denial of the
continued struggle for equality among African Americans. Therefore, according to Sears and
Henry (2003) whites who are racially resentful and show opposition to a black candidate rest on
the activation of symbolic racism rather than a realistic threat to white political interest. Sears
(1988) asserts that racial resentment is “a mixture of anti-Black feelings with the finest and
proudest of traditional American values, particularly individualism” (102).
The concept of symbolic racism was first introduced by Kinder and Sears (1971) in
which they explained the impact of white racial attitudes on vote choice in the Los Angeles
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mayoral election of 1969. Sears has argued that symbolic racism develops early in life, and
stems from negative ideas towards African-Americans intersected with conservatism (Henry and
Sears 2002; Sears, Henry, and Kosterman 2000; Tarman and Sears 2005). Additionally, several
studies have found that symbolic racism is a strong predictor of white opposition to black
candidates and is indirectly related to non-racial issues such as welfare, busing, and crime
(Peffley and Hurwitz 2007; Peffley, Shields, and Williams 1996).
Although racial resentment has been found to be a predictor of white political behavior,
the meaning and measurement of this theory have not gone without their share of critics.
Scholars have questioned its validity and whether it is a manifestation of racism and not simply
conservatism (Sniderman and Hagen 1985; Sniderman and Piazza 1993; Sniderman and Tetlock
1986). Despite this criticism, many of those empirical works have been challenged and the
conceptualization of racial resentment has been determined to be empirically valid (Krysan 2000;
Sears and Henry 2005; Hutchings and Valentino 2004).
Recently, many scholars have created additive scales to capture symbolic racism. This
has resulted in a number of criticisms against racial resentment both empirically and
theoretically. Tarman and Sears (2005) outline and address each of the four major criticisms
against racial resentment. They note that racial resentment has been charged with: “(1) having
been conceptualized and measured inconsistently over time, (2) that it may not be a single,
internally consistent and coherent belief system, (3) that it may generate repressed strong
associations with racial policy preference because of content overlap between measures of the
independent and dependent variables, and (4) is racial resentment a distinctive belief system in
its own right but simply reflects various other familiar constructs” (Taman and Sears 2005, 732).
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Tarman and Sears (2005) contend that while some empirical analyses have certainly been
inconsistent with measuring racial resentment, overall studies have all used the four major
themes captured by the measures of racial resentment (Kinder and Sears 1981; Sears and Kinder
1971; Henry and Sears 2002; Sears and Henry 2003). In addressing the question of whether
racial resentment is single, internally consistent belief system, Tarman and Sears (2005) note that
“the theory represents these four themes as logically consistent view of blacks’ place in society
and the polity: blacks are no longer much discriminated against, so remaining disadvantages
must result mostly from their own lack of effort” (733). Tarman and Sears factor analysis of a
priori racial attitudes reveals that racial resentment is, in fact, distinct from other racial
attitudes.13
Racial Resentment has also been criticized by scholars citing that racial resentment has a
strong association with white racial policy preferences solely because the items used to capture
both concepts are similar in content. In addressing this concern, Tarman and Sears (2005)
“purge symbolic racism items whose content might possibly overlap with the content of racial
policy preferences and then [reevaluate] the effects of symbolic racism” (748). The results of
their empirical model suggest, “All conventional measures of symbolic racism have about the
same affects” (749).
The big questions concerning critics of racial resentment concerns the issue of whether or
not racial resentment is a “distinctive and independent belief system or is it merely redundant
with older concepts that have traditionally been used to explain racial attitudes, such as political
conservatism, old fashioned racism, individualism, or anti egalitarianism?” (752). The empirical
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  

The results of the analyses from three surveys reveal that racial resentment is a discrete
belief system, tapping into attitudinal dimensions that are distinct from ideological
conservatisms, traditional racial prejudices, and individualism, (Tarman and Sears 2005).
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test does not support this claim; in fact, they find that in both the 1986 and 2000 NES data, the
items used to measure racial resentment are related to a different factor than ideology and party
identification (Tamara and Sears 2005).
Essentially, symbolic racism has certainly faced its number of critics; however as
Tarmann and Sears (2005) suggest these criticisms do not equate empirically. Despite such
critics, the measures of racial resentment have been found to be predictors of a number of
political attitudes and behaviors. Scholars have even controlled for a number of other variables
in multivariate analyses, and racial resentment remains a significant predictor of attitudes and
behaviors. The extant literature reveals that racial resentment continues to shape attitudes on
racial and non-racial attitudes (Kinder and Sears 1996), attitudes towards African-American
candidates (McConahay and Hough 1976; Sears, Citrin, and Kosterman 1987; Sears and Kinder
1971), attitudes towards the confederate flag (Orey 2004), partisan identification among southern
whites (Knuckey 2005; Valentino and Sears 2005), and vote choice (Howell 1994; Kinder and
Sanders 1996; Knuckey and Orey 2000; Reeves 1997). It is important to note that scholars such
as Citrine, Green, and Sears (1990) have argued that the impact of a candidate’s race on vote
choice is shaped by conditional effects on other political variables. Yet Citrine, Green, and Sears
(1990) do not employ an interaction term to evaluate this claim. Others have argued that white
backlash voting is overstated and is explained by other variables (Highton 2004; Sigelman et al.
1995; Voss and Lubin 2001).
In 2008, many were quick to label the election of Barack Obama as the beginnings of a
post-racial society. Yet exit polling and ANES data seem to suggest that the election and
candidacy of Barack Obama led to perhaps the strongest impact of racial attitudes on Presidential
evaluations and 2008 vote choice in the history of such measures (Tester and Sears 2010; Piston,
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2010; Jackman and Vavreck 2010; Weisberg and Devine 2009). The 2008 Presidential
campaign did not feature any overt racial appeals either from Barack Obama or John McCain. In
fact, the 2008 election was a de-radicalized campaign. The election featured one incident in
which race was explicitly referred to when tapes surfaced of Revered Jeremiah Wright outlining
America’s racial history. These speeches resulted in Barack Obama delivering a speech entitled
“A More Perfect Union14.” Although the campaign did not explicitly incorporate race into the
political environment, this did not prevent racial attitudes from impacting the Presidential
election. Sears and Kinder (1971) have hypothesized that the presence of an African-American
candidate is enough in and of itself to activate white racial attitudes as a significant determinant
of vote choice among white voters. The implication of this hypothesis suggests that racial
resentment should be a predictor of vote choice in the 2008 election and that it should have
exerted a greater influence than in previous presidential elections given that a major political
party in the United States had successfully nominated an African-American candidate. This
hypothesis suggests that it is solely the African American candidate that activates the racial
attitudes. However if it is the African American candidate alone who is activating racial
attitudes among whites, then we should also see these attitudes reflected in evaluations of
members of Congress. What exactly does this mean for the informational theory? Key to the
informational model is the idea that once whites experience black leadership and see that their
fears are unwarranted, they should be less fearful. However, a key difference in the
informational theory as applied in this dissertation is that whites should have a different reaction
to black leadership at the Presidential than at the congressional level.
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  This

speech was the first time that Barack Obama as a candidate explicitly referred to the
racial tensions in America.	
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Racial Threat Hypothesis
“The hard core of the political South-and the backbone of the southern political unityis made up of those counties and sections of the southern states in which Negros
constitute a substantial proportion of the population. In these areas a real problem of
politics, broadly considered, is the maintenance of control by a white minority” (Key
1949, 5).
Just that it is likely that African American political representation has the potential to
positively impact the attitudes and policy preferences of white voters residing in minority
majority districts; it is equally possible that black representation in minority majority districts has
the potential to serve as a threat to the political and economic interests of white voters. There is
existing literature that examines the impact of the black population on white political behavior
and attitudes. Rocha and Epsino (2009) assert, “a lively debate exists within the social sciences
regarding the determinants of racial attitudes among Anglos within the United States” (415).
One of the most studied contentions in explaining the attitudes of white Americans is the racial
threat thesis. The racial threat hypothesis suggests “a superordinate group (e.g. whites) becomes
more racially hostile as the size of the proximate subordinate group increases, which punitively
threatens the former’s economic and social privilege” (568). Simply explained, racial threat is
when “whites engage in racial violence, resist desegregation, vote for racist candidates, and
switch political parties partly in response to the threat that living among many blacks poses to
their political and economic privilege” (Oliver and Mendelberg 2000, 574). The racial threat
theory takes its theoretical roots from V.O. Key Jr. (1949) in Southern Politics In State and
Nation. In this work, Key found that counties with large black populations were most likely to
support racially conservative candidates. He also found that these counties were substantially
more hostile towards African Americans. These observations led Key (1949) to write, “the
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backbone of southern conservatism may be found in those areas with high concentrations of
Negro population” (43).
Key’s (1949) racial threat thesis has found a great deal of support among scholars. In
fact, in subsequent scholarship (Keech 1969; Price 1957), a number of scholars in Key’s era
focused their attention on examining the relationship between the racial context and white
political behavior. Much of this literature focuses on the racial makeup of an individual’s
community. Despite mass disagreement among scholars, the findings of this literature have
found “greater black population size is associated with greater levels of racial conservatism
among whites (Key1949; Giles and Buckner 1993; Glaser 1994; Taylor 2000; Kinder and
Mendelberg 1995; Welch et al. 2001). Scholars such as Keech (1969) also found similar
patterns, which suggest that the racial context of an area has a negative impact on the attitudes of
whites. Scholarly investigations of the Presidential candidacy of segregationist George Wallace
in 1968 provided scholars with strong support for the racial threat hypothesis (Black and Black
1971; Lipset and Rabb 1969; Schoenberger and Segal 1971; Wasserman and Segal 1973; Wright
1977). The findings of these analyses suggest that whites in counties with substantial black
populations were provided greater support for Wallace.
Despite the fact that scholars have found support for the racial threat hypothesis, “null
findings regarding the effect of minority group size on Anglo attitudes have been interpreted in
some settings as evidence that racial context is largely irrelevant” (Rocha and Espino 2009, 415).
The findings of the racial threat model have been the subject of strong criticism of scholars such
as Voss (1996). In examining white support for former-Klansman David Duke, Voss finds that
the relationship between racial proximity and white behavior has dwindled significantly in the
“New South.” His research shows that David Duke’s support was stronger in majority white
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suburbs than it was in areas populated heavily with African Americans. In another study, Voss
and Miller (2001) have even suggested that there is a relationship between the size of the black
population and white attitudes; however they contend that the relationship advanced by racial
threat studies is reversed.
Key’s argument implies that the size of the black population shapes racial attitudes. It is
for these reasons that there is a possibility that the attitudes of whites residing in minority
majority districts might be influenced by the relative size of the black population. Oliver and
Mindelberg (2000) argue that Key’s theory is far more complex than has been suggested in
subsequent work. They suggest racial threat has very little to do with the size of the black
population and more to do with environmental factors such as educational background and
residential segregation. Many subsequent studies have approached the study of racial threat from
the same angle. The most commonly used method in testing the racial threat hypothesis is to
regress racial attitudes against the percent of the population that is black in a specific area (see
Giles 1977; Giles and Buckner 1993; Glaser 1994; Tolbert and Grummel 2003). Despite using
similar methods, the findings of these empirical analyses present contradictory findings. Critics
of the racial threat model have suggested that the racial threat thesis may be more complex than
prior scholars have conceived it to be. Rocha and Espino (2009) contend, “it is difficult to
believe that these differing results are entirely because of methodological shortcomings or the
differing of geographical units than scholars have focused on …” (415).
Other critics of the racial threat model have argued that political scientists know very
little about how the racial threat thesis might vary by region. They advanced this argument
because Key’s analysis focused exclusively on the South. Even though the racial threat
hypothesis has been extended beyond the South to regions such as the Midwest, Northeast, and
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West, (Huckfeldt and Kohfeld 1989) examining the regional effects has been difficult to
ascertain because many of the studies do not utilize national samples. For example Glaser’s
(1994) sample is drawn from a region, whereas others have relied on a single state (Tolbert and
Hero 1996; Tolbert and Gummel 2003; Giles and Buckner 1993; Stein, Post, and Rinden 2000;
Voss 1996). One study even draws its sample size from a metropolitan area, (Welch et al. 2001).
Voss (1996) criticizes much of the racial threat literature suggesting, “The few cases in which a
backlash pattern appears generally rely on Southern data, and therefore cannot escape the
historically contingent nature of the findings” (42). Despite Voss’s criticism, both Taylor (1998)
and Quillian (1995) find that the relationship between white negative attitudes and African
American population were strongest outside the South, (Taylor 1998).
Support for the racial threat model has even been extended beyond the examination of the
relative size of the black population. Hood and Morris (1997) examine the impact of the size of
the Latino population on white attitudes towards support for immigration policy. Their analysis
finds no significant relationship between the Latino population and attitudes towards
immigration policy. On the other hand, they do find state level support for the claim. As a
result, the authors conclude “living in a state with a sizeable and growing Hispanic population,
but not in close proximity to these groups, may produce negative Anglo affect toward Hispanics”
(315).
Critics of the racial threat model have charged that prior studies “conceptualize racial
threat solely in terms of racial environments” (Oliver and Mendelberg 2000, 574). Much of this
literature seems to ignore the fact that Key (1949) suggests that political difference in the black
belt region of North Carolina and Alabama were a result of class, not racial population. Even in
the face of this assertion, the vast majority of scholarship concerning racial threat has all but
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ignored the effect of the social and economic status of the environment of whites. Oliver and
Mendelberg (2000) suggest that given the high levels of residential segregation among whites in
the United States, scholars should empirically evaluate how interracial competition impacts the
attitudes and policy preferences of whites. These scholars argue that because there are many
whites living in segregated areas within a specific municipality, they are therefore separated from
the local politics where African Americans are in power, or from the areas where the impact of
policies geared towards African Americans are felt. In challenging the traditional racial threat
model, Oliver and Mendelberg (2000) find that contextual class attributes such as level of
educational attainment are greater predictors of threat than merely black population.
In one of the most comprehensive studies examining the relationship between the size of
the minority population on the attitudes of white residence, Taylor (1998) argues that scholars
have assumed three primary casual relationships between the minority population and white
attitudes. Taylor suggests that scholars have argued that “(1) minority visibility worsens whites’
attitudes; (2) these negative attitudes fuel discrimination, and (3) discrimination aggravates
intergroup in equality” (Taylor 1998, 512; et al Wilcox and Roof 1978). As a result, there are
significant reasons to believe that the impact of minority populations may have an impact not
solely on attitudes, but also in several aspects of society.
Several empirical studies in the areas of housing, income, and education have found that
large black populations in an area ignite negative attitudes among whites. Specifically, Wilcox
and Roof’s (1978) analysis of metropolitan concentrations suggests that the minority population
is a function of income, education, and occupational inequality in the Southern region. Another
study by Burr, Galle, and Fossett (1991) subjected the visibility discrimination hypothesis to
rigorous empirical investigation and found that the percentage of blacks is associated with
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employment inequality. Tienda and Lii (1987) and Frisbie and Neidert (1977) both found the
black population to be a predictor of income inequality in employment among blacks in general
and black men in particular. There is even scholarship that argues that school segregation is
more prevalent in counties with large black populations (Pettigrew 1957). Although the findings
presented in this study cannot be generalized, they do provide insight into how black populations
might serve as a threat to white dominance. Surprisingly, Emerson (1994) found that outside the
South, black population was a predictor of increased residential segregation. Even when it
comes to incarceration, lynching, and other overt forms of racism, black population has been
found to have a significant impact (Corzine, Creeh, and Corzine 1983).
Taylor (1998) argues that “racism continues to be stronger in the south than in other
regions of the United States” (515). However, Firebaugh and Davis (1988) and Schuman et al.
(1997) suggest that the racial element in the south has diminished in recent years. The idea that
racism and negative white attitudes are more prevalent the south is rooted in the idea that the
South’s legacy of slavery has created a negative southern culture. Lieberson (1980) notes that
the differences between the south and other regions can be linked to the racial composition of the
regions. The academic literature on the south and race has advanced two competing arguments.
The first argument has found support among scholars such as Blaock (1965, 1957), Giles (1977),
and Wilcox and Roof (1978). These scholars argue that “Southerners’ heightened sensitivity to
race magnifies the impact of local proportions in the South” (Taylor 1998, 515). A competing
explanation asserts that southern racism is a relatively consistent pattern of negative attitudes
among whites in the area, while whites in other parts of the United States have more variance in
their attitudes and are more receptive to racial issues.
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Vincent L. Hutchins and Nicholas A. Valentino (2004) assert that “despite these results,
the demise of the threat hypothesis has probably been overstated” (394). In crafting this
position, the authors cite the fact that conflicting findings has been contingent upon different
explanatory variables and differences in the unit of analysis. First it is important to note that
Voss’s (1996) conclusion is based solely on white support for one candidate which limits the
scope of the study to one state. Furthermore, the applicability of the racial threat model has
extended well beyond the study of candidates and campaigns and has been examined with both
prejudice and race targeted policies (Glaser 1994 and Glaser and Gilens 1997). Even though
Oliver Mendelberg (2000) challenges the way in which political scientists have examined racial
threat, they still find considerable support for the racial threat thesis when controlling for racetargeted policies. More recently, scholarship has examined both the contextual and individual
level data, finding that the racial threat hypothesis is contingent upon levels of racial resentment
among whites (Orey 2000).
Jaynes and Williams (1989) have even asked the question, “What happens when white
residents are faced with black neighbors, black voters, and black candidates?” The answer as
advanced in the literature runs parallel to the findings of Key (1949). When whites are
confronted with a large presence of African Americans, they usually respond in strong
opposition. The mere presence of African Americans is enough to elicit strong negative
reactions from whites. At almost every level of society, there has been a link between African
Americans and white negative reactions. According to Corzine et al. (1983), a higher percentage
of African Americans in the local community leads to an increase of violence directed towards
blacks. Fosett and Kiecolt (1989) and Giles and Evans (1986) find that an increase in the
number of African Americans living in an area also leads to greater antagonism and an increase
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of perceived threat among whites. Even when it comes to political mobilization, a large black
presence increases the likelihood of white bloc voting (Murry and Vedlitiz 1978). Giles and
Buckner (1993) and Black and Black (1973) suggest that a large black presence also increases
the chances that whites will vote for an overt racist for political office. For example, Louisiana’s
1990 senatorial election that featured David Duke attracted white voters in an amount that nearly
reflected the proportion of white residents of the state Giles and Buckner (1993) find that “in
spite of being outspent three to one and having both Democratic and Republican parties run
against him, Duke received 44 percent of the total vote and 60 percent of the white vote on
election day” (704).
The literature also suggests that increases in black political mobilization can also cause a
negative reaction among whites. Scholars have found that an increase in the number of blacks
registered to vote also leads to an increase in the number of whites registered to vote (Loewen,
1990). Mayer (1996) and Murry and Vedlitz (1978) both find that in counties with a high
percentage of black voters, racial bloc voting tends to be more pervasive.
White negative reactions have also been linked to the enactment, or sometimes even the
proposal of, a pro-black agenda. In fact, Carmine and Stimson (1989) suggest that the
Democrat’s adoption of civil rights as part of its national agenda contributed to its poor
performance in national elections from the 1960s to 1980s. As more blacks entered the
Democratic Party, whites begin to exit the Party, a phenomenon referred to as “white flight.”
The literature overwhelmingly suggests that the incorporation of African Americans into the full
participation of American democracy elicits negative reactions from whites.
Enduring Racial Stereotypes
There are few empirical studies that suggest that white residents will be more open to
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issues regarding race (Key 1949; Allport 1954; Tajfel 1981; Dovidio and Gaertner 1986;
Jackman 1977). As such, it might be fallacious to suggest that whites will respond positively to
black political leadership, even when they are presented with new information that counters the
stereotypical viewpoint. In fact, the reality is that many scholars are more inclined to argue that
because the political behavior and attitudes of white Americans are often guided by racial
prejudice and racial animosity, there is little reason to believe that black political representation
will have a positive impact on white attitudes (Allport 1954; Hurwitz and Pefffley 1998).
Prejudice is believed to be so emotionally rigid that it is hardly likely that these views will be
abandoned even when presented with contrary information (Pettigrew 1972; Fazio et al. 1995;
Rothbart and John 1993). In his seminal work, Allport (1954), argues that “a prejudice, unlike a
simple misconception, is actively resistant to all evidence that would unset it” (9). Following
this logic, even when faced with reality, many white voters will maintain their views regardless
of the fact that black leaders may be unable to channel resources into the black community. A
number of studies show that whites will ignore actions that do not support their perception of
African Americans (Kunda and Oleson 1997; Rothbart and John 1993; Macrae, Hewstone,
Griffith 1993; Weber and Crocker 1983).
A legitimate question however is whether or not this literature reflects the views of white
Americans? Many political scientists have found substantial changes in white public opinions in
recent years (Klinker and Smith 1999; Schuman et al. 1997; Thernstrom and Thernstrom 1997).
In fact, many whites no longer believe that blacks are biologically inferior to whites. Kinder and
Sanders note, “remarks, once thoroughly representative of a particular time and place, are
unimaginable today” (1996, 92). Scholars such as Sniderman and Carmines (1997) believe that
whites no longer possess racial animosity. Despite the findings of these studies, others have
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found that racial prejudice and white negative attitudes continue to play a central role in
American politics. For example, Bobo and Johnson (2000) and Lee (2000) find that whites are
more likely to believe that blacks are less intelligent and not as hard working as members of their
own race. Whites are also likely to describe blacks as more violent and more disagreeable than
whites. Empirical analyses tracking white attitudes over time have found white views toward
blacks have changed very little (Devine and Elliot 1995; McConahay, Hardee, and Batts 1981;
Schuman et al. 1997). Studies examining behavior have found that this racial predisposition has
significant influences on the political decision-making of whites. Gilens (2001) finds that white
predispositions impact the policy preferences of whites. Others have found that issues
concerning race may shape partisanship and white voting patterns (Mendelberg 2001; Carmines
and Stimson 1989; Peffley, Hurwitz, and Sniderman 1997; Edsall and Edsall 1991). Williams
(1990) found that white respondents, who knew very little about the candidates beyond their
race, rated black candidates worse than white candidates 19 out of 20 times on characteristics
such a leadership. Even in studies examining real electoral outcomes, whites are more likely to
prefer candidates of their own race (Kinder and Sears 1981; Pettigrew 1972; Citrin, Green, and
Sears 1990; Highton 2004).
The implication of this literature suggests that no matter how well whites may do under
black leadership, black political representation will have no impact on the attitudes and policy
preferences of white voters. Even when the experience with black leadership runs contrary to the
beliefs of whites, these voters will be unaffected by black political representation. The racial
prejudice model suggests that there is very little reason to suspect that black political
representation will have an impact on the attitudes and policy preferences of white voters.
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White Backlash
Another competing explanation concerning white reactions to African Americans is the
backlash theory. The backlash theory suggests that white attitudes and actions reflect worries
about the racial hierarchies and social status within society (Sidanius, Devereux, and Pratto
1991). This literature argues that whites may in fact dislike blacks holding office and may even
cling to their stereotypical views of blacks, but what they care more about is maintaining the
white power structure. That is, whites may feel even more threatened by African Americans
holding office. In describing the social dominance theory, Sidanius notes “a very general and
basic human desire to perceive one’s group as superior to and possessing greater social status
than the generalized other” (Sidanis, Pena, and Sawyer 2001, 308). If this is true then having an
African American in a position of power such as an elected office poses a real threat to whites.
For example, when African Americans win elected seats of power, the white political structure is
challenged and the balance of power is dramatically altered. Hajnal (2007) argues that “since the
stability of the racial order is critical to the white community, there is every reason to believe that
whites will respond to black electoral victory with counter mobilization” (23).
Several studies have corroborated the white backlash theory. In the south, once African
Americans started to make inroads into descriptive representation in government after the civil
war, white resistance increased significantly. Many southern whites utilized a number of
institutional practices such poll taxes, literacy exams, new registration requirements, and at large
election to prevent African Americans from getting elected (Parker 1990; Foner 1984; Holt
1979). In some cases, the white majority even resorted to violence and lynching. For example,
the Deep South Southern Democrats murdered over a thousand people to regain control of the
political process (Kousser 1974). After the Civil War, African Americans made substantial gains
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in representation in the United States Congress, however, within thirty years, only five African
Americans would remain in power. Evidence from the civil rights movement even supports the
backlash thesis. Even during the civil rights movement, society noted an increase in violence
with the passage of landmark litigation such as the Voting Rights and Civil Rights Acts (Stenner
1995). It is undeniable that racial progress within the United States has been slow and remains a
work in progress15. Even with the election of America’s first black President, there is still
progress to be made. Within the United States, every aspect of racial progress has, to some
degree, been accompanied by resistance from segments of the white community. In fact, at
many junctions within American history, whites have not welcomed the political gains made by
blacks.
Differences Across Contexts
It would be fallacious to suggest that these three theories will predict an impact on white
attitudes and behavior in every circumstance. In fact, there is no existing theory that is capable
of such a prediction. The aim of this study is to examine which theory best accounts for changes
in white attitudes and policy preferences in majority black congressional districts. As previously
stated, there are a number of attractive features about majority black districts that makes changes
in attitudes and policy preferences more likely. Consider the fact the minority majority districts
are comprised of a sizable population of blacks within a specific geographical area. If whites are
to feel threatened anywhere it would most likely be in these districts.
Because the academic literature has overwhelmingly shown that white responses to black
representation varies by election and context, another aim of this research is to examine if white
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  

Scholars have even noted sparks in racial violence in response to blacks moving to white
urban areas. Green, Strolovitch and Wrong (1998) have found a significant relationship between
hate crimes against blacks and racial migration.	
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attitudes and policy preferences differ among whites that are represented by African Americans
in the United States Congress compared to whites that are represented by fellow whites. This
study uses the information model to predict the circumstances under which white attitudes and
policy preferences are most likely to be positively impacted by African American representation.
Following this line of logic, black congressional representation facilitates a dyadic relationship
where members are presented an opportunity to foster relationships with constituencies beyond
policy making. This non-partisan legislative behavior permits congressional legislators a forum
through which they can provide a wide range of constituent services. As a result, the variation in
white reactions to black political representation should be related to the level of political office
occupied by African Americans.
One of the key assumptions of the informational model is the assumption that white
experience with black leadership impacts white views or perceptions especially when they see
that black leadership does not directly hinder white social and economic status in society. Hajnal
(2007) argues “white reactions should be dependent, at least in part, on the words and actions of
black leaders and ongoing well-being of the local white community” (25). While this assertion is
certainly accurate, Hajnal’s use of the information model does not account for how black
leadership can cause whites in majority black districts to have more relaxed attitudes on issues
such as preferential hiring for blacks, and race targeted policies, than whites that are not
represented by blacks. The social and economic wellbeing of whites also matters. If whites see
that under black leadership their economic status is declining, this could trigger a more
conservative attitude and resistance towards certain public policies. Although whites may fear
black leadership because of the belief that black leaders will redirect political and economic
resources into the black community, it is important to emphasize that there is very little an
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individual congressmen can do to redistribute income or economic resources into the black
community.
Differences Among Whites
The informational, racial threat, and racial prejudice models explained in this chapter
deals broadly with the likely attitudes and preferences of whites. All white voters do not think
and act alike. Their ideologies, age, class, and intensity of partisanship are likely to influence
how they utilize the information to which they are exposed. Whites are not a monolithic group
and it would be irresponsible to cast an assumption that they all behave similarly and possess
identical policy preferences. Information is likely to impact whites in different ways primarily
because individuals interpret things differently. For example, a white Democrat is statistically
more likely to vote for and approve of the job performance of their congressional representative
than a white Republican. The informational model implicitly suggests that in order for many
whites to change their minds regarding African Americans and African American political
representation, they will need to have exposure to the realities of African American leadership.
As one scholar states “they must be able to observe the power of a black leader and connect that
power to local conditions” (Hajnal 2007, 27). In order for change to occur, whites must see that
their political and economic wellbeing is not altered as a result of black leadership.
Expectations
How do whites respond to African American congressional incumbents? The centerpiece
of this dissertation is that African American leadership at the congressional level should improve
white racial attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice, and job approval ratings among whites in
minority majority congressional districts while African American leadership at the Presidential
level should heighten racial attitudes. This empirical analysis will focus specifically on the
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informational model while controlling for both the racial threat and racial prejudice/backlash
theories. In order to empirically evaluate this relationship, a preexisting dataset from the
Cooperative Congressional Election Survey was used.
Conclusion
The future of minority majority congressional districts is uncertain due to legal
challenges. It is highly likely that the United States Supreme Court could hand down a decision
that would fundamentally alter minority majority districts. In recent decades landmark court
decisions have caused many African American incumbents to face a sizable proportion of white
voters, therefore requiring African American candidates to appeal to a broader base of
supporters. Although political scientists have devoted much scholarship to understanding the
impact of minority representation on the living conditions of African Americans, not much is
known about the impact of minority representation on whites.
As this chapter had demonstrated, African American political representation in the United
States has been subject to strong political and physical resistance by white Americans. After the
Civil War, African Americans made considerable gains in the United States Congress; however,
this representation was short-lived due to violence, intimidation, racial gerrymanders, and fraud.
White resistance to minority representation was so effective that by 1902 not a single African
American was left serving in the United State Congress. As the twentieth century reached its
third decade, African American candidates slowly made their way back to the United States
Congress. With the passage of the historic civil rights and voting rights legislation of the 1960s
and the subsequent Constitutional amendments, African American political representation
gradually improved. By the time African American political representation was at its peak in the
1990s, legal challenges begin to question the constitutionality of minority majority districts. In
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1996, several incumbents’ congressional districts were struck down, thereby forcing those
incumbents to face a sizable proportion of whites in the electorate. However, in a surprise to
many, these incumbents won with the support of white voters.
Despite the success of these African American incumbents, political scientists have
devoted very little scholarship to examining the impact of African American incumbents on the
racial attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice, and candidate evaluations among whites. As
this chapter has shown, many of the theories utilized to examine the attitudes and behavior of
whites predict that whites are more likely to oppose African American candidates. Very few
empirical investigations have attempted to explore how African American incumbents may have
a positive impact on white residents. Even fewer studies have explored how white response to
African American political representation may vary by political office. The few studies that do
examine this relationship are limited to investigations of state and local elections and have only
produced anecdotal evidence. Another important challenge for scholars investigating this
relationship has been data limitations and a lack a representative sample of white respondents in
minority majority districts. This dissertation fills that gap by analyzing the impact of minority
representation at the congressional and Presidential levels on the racial attitudes, policy
preferences, vote choice, and job performance evaluations of whites. The next chapter details
the data and methodologies used to empirically evaluate this relationship.
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CHAPTER THREE
DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The previous chapter reviewed the relevant academic literature concerning African
American incumbents and its potential impact on white residents. This chapter presents an
overview of the data and methodological approaches to investigating the research questions.
The goal of this dissertation is two-fold. The first goal is to investigate the electoral success
of African American incumbents in Congress by examining factors surrounding the electoral
outcomes of elections involving these incumbents. The second goal of this dissertation is to
determine if African American political representation impacts the racial attitudes, policy
preferences, vote choice, and job performance evaluation of African American incumbents
among whites. This chapter begins with a detailed review of the limitations within exiting
research. As will be explained more explicitly within this chapter, prior investigations have
focused primarily on local elections, making it difficult to determine if the findings of these
elections are applicable to elections involving African American incumbents in Congress. After
reviewing the limitations within existing scholarship, this chapter then provides an overview of
the data and descriptive analysis used to examine the factors surrounding the electoral success of
African American incumbents. This chapter also presents a detailed assessment of the attitudinal
aspects of the research. In this chapter, data from the 2010 and 2012 Cooperative Congressional
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Election Study is used to examine the degree to which experience with African American
political representation impacts the racial attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice and
evaluations of African American incumbents among whites.
Limitations within Existing Research
Existing research examining the impact of exposure to African American leadership
among whites has been extremely limited. Scholars examining this area of research have only
produced anecdotal and sparse empirical evidence that cannot be generalized. The area that has
produced the most empirical evidence has been scholarly investigations of black mayors. In
2003, Colburn argued that “the more often blacks served in prominent political positions and as
mayors, the more acceptable they were to whites” (Colburn and Alder 2003, 40). One of the first
known studies concerning the impact of African American leadership on white voters is Peter
Eisinger in 1980. Using Detroit and Atlanta as cases for analysis, he found that whites
“responded initially to the prospect of transition with fear, but living under black government
brought gradual and widespread acceptance” (Eisinger 1980, 75). Analyzing a total of eight
mayoral elections, Watson (1984) found significant increases in white support for black
candidates after their first terms. One of the most widely cited cases is that of Tom Bradley.
When Tom Bradley first won the mayoral election in Los Angeles, he did so with approximately
62 percent of whites opposing his candidacy. After successfully winning his first reelection as
an incumbent candidate, he was able to gain more support among the white majority in Los
Angeles (Soneshein 1993). Subsequent scholarship that examines local elections has echoed the
findings of these studies suggesting that there is something about black incumbency that
increases white crossover voting for African American incumbents (Stein and Kohfeld 1991;
Bullock and Campbell 1984; Pettigrew 1957; Franklin 1989). Although these cases only focus
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on local elections, the findings purport the postulations that experience with African American
political representation does provide whites with critical information.
Although several studies analyzing local elections have found support for the
informational model, analyses from the 1980s paint a different picture. In fact, many of the
studies analyzing the 1980s support the backlash thesis (Rivlin 1992; Abney and Hutcheson
1981; Grimshaw 1992; Pinderhughes 1994). For example, Abney and Hutcheson (1981) found
that many whites in Atlanta believed that the election of an African American mayor only ignited
white distrust among blacks instead of alleviating their fears of African American political
representation. Scholars have noted that amongst increased racial tension, many African
American incumbents lost their reelection bids (Sleeper 1993). This led many scholars to
conclude that whites would not accept black representation (Holli and Green 1989; Browning,
Marshall, and Tabb 1997).
A survey of the academic literature that focus on African American congressional
representation seems to suggest that whites have little to no reaction to black representation
(Bullock and Dunn 1999; Gilliam 1996; Bobo and Gilliam 1990; Gay 1999; Parent and Shrum
1986; Voss and Lublin 2001). In one of the most comprehensive studies tracking African
American congressional candidates from challengers to incumbents, the authors found that white
support remained stable (Bullock and Dunn 1999). Other accounts, for example those in New
Orleans, have found that African American representation has no impact on whites (Bobo and
Gilliam 1990; Parent and Shrum 1986). Overall, this class of academic literature suggests that
exposure to black representation tends to have very little effect on whites, which in turn suggests
that no matter how positive the experience under black political leadership, it will have no
impact on whites. Therefore, these studies seem to support the racial prejudice model.
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What does all of this mean? Where do these findings fit within the scholarly discourse
concerning the impact of information on white voters? The evidence presented in these studies
is anecdotal and inconsistent. The overwhelming majority of these studies focus on local
elections and individual cities making it difficult to generalize the findings. Additionally, many
of the studies have produced results that either supports the informational or the racial prejudice
models.
One of the major challenges facing scholars when seeking to examine the role of black
political representation on whites has been the absence of a representative sample of white
respondents who reside in majority black districts. In the absence of such data, scholars have
had to limit their analyses to mayoral and local elections, opening the door for speculation about
how these dynamics play in congressional and Presidential elections. The 2010-2012
Cooperative Congressional Election Study presents avenues of hope in empirically investigating
the dynamics of representation on white voters at the congressional level. The details concerning
this data will be presented in depth later in this chapter.
African American Congressional Incumbent Data
To examine the electoral success of African American incumbents, this research relies on
an original dataset that ranges from 1970-2012 and encompasses 42616 elections of African
Americans in the United States House of Representatives. This analysis utilizes the United
States House Clerk’s publication entitled Statistics of the Congressional Elections in the United
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This data set contains African American incumbents from all states in which African
Americans have been elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, with the exception of New
York. The party system in New York permits candidates to run as the nominee for several
parties, and many of these parties are third parties, which complicates coding Several black
incumbents did not face challengers; therefore, those cases were excluded from the sample.
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States 1968-201217 and the United States Census Data, The United States Congressional
Districts and Data. A record of all congressional elections returns for both the incumbent and the
challenger candidates was compiled. The unit of analysis for this empirical study was the
congressional district. Only elections involving African American incumbents were analyzed.
Several dummy variables were created for convenience of coding. In addition to election
returns, the House Clerk’s publication also maintained a record of the political party and
congressional district of each candidate. To determine the race and quality of the challenger
candidate, an extensive content analysis was conducted through the use of online newspaper
searches and databases (i.e. LexisNexis) queries. To investigate the factors surrounding the
electoral success of African American incumbents in Congress, a descriptive analysis was used
to determine the frequency of the reelection rates, quality of the challenger candidate, and the
margin of victory for the incumbent candidate. To measure the reelection rates, an African
American incumbent was assigned a score of 1 if that candidate won the previous election and a
0 if it was first year of their election.
Krasno and Green (1988), Jacobson (2006), and Carson, Engstrom, and Roberts (2007)
have suggested that candidate quality is one of the most important factors affecting incumbency.
These studies suggest that congressional candidates do not face strong opponents. To measure
the quality of the challenger candidate, this analysis adopts Krasno and Green’s (1988) index.
For example, a candidate is assigned a ‘4’ if the candidate has current past or statewide
experience; a ‘3’ if the candidate has citywide experience; a ‘2’ if the candidate has served in
local office; a ‘1’ if the candidate has served in appointed offices; and a ‘0’ if the candidate has
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Since 1920, the House Clerk has collected and published the official vote counts for federal
elections from the official sources among the various states and territories:
http://clerk.house.gov/member_info/electionInfo/
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no political experience. One of the difficulties in measuring this variable is the availability of
data and the ease in accessing that data. In order to determine the quality of the candidate,
multiple sources were consulted. These sources included newspaper databases, Internet
searches, The Political Graveyard website18, and LexisNexis searches.
2010/2012 CCES Attitudinal Data and Methodology
To examine the degree to which black political representation impacts the racial attitudes,
policy preferences, and candidate preference of white Americans, the second analyses utilizes
2010 and 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Survey19. The Cooperative Congressional
Election Survey is a very attractive survey that allows scholars to examine how constituencies
evaluate Congress. Additionally, this survey examines several public policy issues, racial
attitudes measurements, and vote choice of congressional, Presidential and state elections. The
survey contains a representative sample of respondents in congressional districts within the
United States. The 2010 CCES study produced a sample of 55,400 cases with a subsample of
41,388 white respondents. The 2010 CCES data contained 2,149 whites that reside in
congressional districts represented by an African American. The 2012 wave yielded a sample of
15,592 with 981 residing congressional districts represented by an African American. The survey
for the 2010 Cooperative Congressional Election Study conducted the interviews in two waves.
The first wave, which was the Pre-Election wave, was conducted during October of 2010. The
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The Political Graveyard is a website about U.S. political history and cemeteries. It is the
Internet’s most comprehensive free source of American political biographies.
http://politicalgraveyard.com
19

“The Cooperative Congressional Election Study seeks to study how Americans view
Congress and hold their representatives accountable during elections, how they voted and their
electoral expectations, and how their behavior and experiences vary with political geography and
social context” (Ansolabehere 2010, 6).
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second wave was conducted two weeks after the November 2, 2010 elections. The sampling
method is highly reliable as the researchers utilized YouGov/Polimetrix matched random
sampling methodology. According to Ansolabehere (2010) “sample matching is a methodology
for selection of representative sample from non-randomly selected pools of respondents” (9).
Logistic Regression Analysis
As will be explained more explicitly in this chapter, the dependent variables range across
questions regarding racial attitudes, policy preferences and candidate preferences. The primary
inferential approach to estimating the models is Logistic Regression. The Logistic Regression
Analysis is utilized only when the dependent variable is dichotomous. This particular method
allows the researcher to predict the probability of the effect of the dependent variables on the
independent variables. Like OLS Regression, there are certain assumptions expected for the
model; (1) the true conditional probabilities must be a logistic function of the independent
variables, (2) the model must include all important variables, (3) all extraneous variables should
be excluded, (4) the independent variables must be measured without error, (5) the observations
must be independent, and (6) the independent variables cannot be linear combinations of each
other. Therefore, to estimate the model this study employed a logistic regression analysis.
The coefficients produced from a logistic regression analysis are not easily interpreted.
To obtain a more substantive interpretation of the models, the predictive probabilities are
calculated using Tomz, Wittenberg and King (2003) Clarify. All data in this analysis is analyzed
using Stata 13.0.
Dependent Variables
The dependent variable for this part of the analysis is measured in the areas of racial
resentment, attitudes towards affirmative action programs for racial minorities, vote choice, and
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candidate job approval. Each of these variables is regressed on the independent variables of
interest in the logistical regression analyses.
Racial Attitudes
To measure racial attitudes, Kinder and Sears (1996) measurement of racial resentment is
used. Although Kinder and Sears (1996) use four questions to capture a respondent’s level of
racial resentment, the data from the Cooperative Congressional Election Study only asks two of
the items employed on the measures of racial resentment. Two specific items are used to
measure racial resentment for the purpose of this analysis. The questions below are combined
into one racial resentment measure. The items are listed below.
Blacks Should Try Harder A
“It’s really just a matter of some people not trying hard enough; if blacks would only try
harder they could be just as well off as whites.”
The question stated above is designed to tap into the idea that blacks should try harder and they
would do just as well as whites if only they tried harder. This question measures the degree to
which white respondents believe this stereotype. It also ignores institutionalized racism that
disproportionately impacts blacks, and instead places the blame on a poor work ethic among
blacks.
Blacks Should Work Way Up B
“Irish, Italian, Jewish, and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked their way
up. Blacks should do the same without any special favors.”
This question, like the previous one, measures the degree to which whites believe that African
Americans should not receive any special favors or preferential treatment. The Cooperative
Congressional Election Study asks respondents if they strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither
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agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree, and strongly disagree. These responses are recorded to
create a dichotomous variable. A respondent is coded 1 if they hold racially resentful attitudes
and a 0 if they do not hold such attitudes20.
Policy Preferences: Attitudes Towards Affirmative Action Programs
To measure policy preferences, attitudes towards affirmative action programs are used.
Respondents were asked the following question: “Affirmative action programs give preference to
racial minorities and to women in employment and college admissions in order to correct for
discrimination. Do you support or oppose affirmative action?” The responses to the question
was recoded to create a dichotomous variable with 1 indicating that the respondent supports
affirmative action programs and 0 if the respondent does not support affirmative action. Prior
studies have found that racial attitudes are a strong predictor of white opposition to affirmative
action programs. This particular question specifically mentions preferential treatment to
minorities.
Vote Choice and Candidate Evaluations
To measure vote choice, the survey questions regarding political behavior are employed.
The Cooperative Congressional Election Study asks respondents several questions that gauge
their preferences for candidates. What is unique about the Cooperative Congressional Election
Study is that respondents are asked their political preferences for President and the U.S. House of
Representatives. The responses to these questions are recoded to create a dichotomous variable.
For example, if the respondent indicated the he or she voted for Obama they are coded 1 and are
coded 0 if they voted for Romney21. Only respondents who voted for the major party candidates
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  
20	
  1=Racially
21	
  2008

Resentful, 0=Not Racially Resentful
Vote Choice (McCain=0, Obama=1).
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are included in the analysis22. These variables enabled an examination of whether or not whites
that are represented by an African American at the Congressional branch of government are
more likely to support candidates of the same party in a different branch of government. Prior
studies have estimated political behavior of voters by using techniques such as ecological
inference and exit polling. However, many studies have also relied on survey data to capture
vote choice. To measure congressional vote choice, a dummy variable is also used. A
respondent is assigned 0 if they preferred the challenger and 1 if they preferred the incumbent.
This is used to measure how respondents evaluate their member of Congress and the President.
The analyses utilize the survey items that directly ask if respondents approve of the way their
congressional representative or the President is handling the job. These variables are
dichotomized where a respondent is assigned 0 if they disapprove and 1 if they approve. If the
information model is indeed accurate, then there should be some evidence reflected in the
models regarding white respondents’ evaluations of both their congressional representatives and
the President of the United States.
Independent Variables
In an effort to control for other variables that have been found to influence racial
attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice, this analysis employs a number of independent
variables of interest. One of the most important independent variables of interest is whether or
not an African American incumbent represents a congressional district. This variable is
measured 1 if the district is represented by an African American and 0 if the district is
represented by a non-white. Partisan identification has been found to be a significant predictor
of vote choice (Cambell, Converse, Miller and Stokes 1960). Additionally, it has also been
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See Appendix B for coding details.
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argued that partisanship remains stable over time; therefore a seven-point scale to measure
partisan identification (Bartels 2000) is included in this study. A respondent is assigned 1 if they
identify as a strong Democrat, 2 if they identify as a weak Democrat, 3 if they identify as a lean
Democrat, 4 if they identify as an independent, 5 if they identify as a lean Republican, 6 if they
identify as a weak Republican, and 7 if they identify as a strong Republican. This seven-point
scale permits a more detailed assessment of white attitudes by the intensity of their partisan
identification. For example, in both the vote choice and job performance evaluations models it is
expected that strong Republican identifiers should have an increased propensity of voting against
the African American incumbent. Likewise, strong Republican identifiers in districts
represented by African Americans should also be more likely to have negative evaluations of the
job performance of their African American incumbent. Controlling for partisanship is especially
important for both the vote choice and job performance models. It is expected the partisanship
may exert a significant influence on racial resentment, policy preferences, vote choice, and job
performance evaluations among whites. Kinder and Sears (1971) found that there is a strong
correlation between high levels of racial resentment and identification with the Republican Party.
Therefore it is reasonable to suspect that white respondents who identify with the Republican
Party will be more likely to hold racially resentful attitudes. Studies such as Rabinowitz, Sears,
Sidanius, and Krosnick (2009), which investigate white support for race-targeted policy
preferences have also found an important link between white opposition to these policies and
partisanship. Controlling for partisanship also provides the opportunity to examine whether
white responses to African American representation are simply a function of partisanship or a
racial threat.
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Abramowitz and Knotts (2006) and Abramowitz and Saunders (1998) have all found
political ideology to be an indicator of vote choice. Therefore it is also important to control for
this variable (Conover and Feldman 1981). Ideology is measured dichotomously. A respondent
is assigned a 0 if they are conservative and a 1 if they are liberal. One of the criticisms against
racial resentment is that it is simply a cleavage of ideological preferences and attitudes
(Snidermann and Hagen 1985).
A number of other variables that have been found to have a significant impact on racial
attitudes, policy presences, and candidate choice were also employed in the analysis. Chaney,
Alvarez, and Nagler (1998) have found a substantial gender disparity in voting. As such, a
dummy variable to measure gender is included in this study. If a respondent is male, he is coded
1 and if the respondent if female, she is coded 0. Stonecash, Brewer and Mariani (2003) suggest
that levels of educational attainment also impact vote choice. In order to control for this
assertion measurement for levels of education is included in this study. Level of education is
measured on a six-point scale with lower scores indicating lower levels of education and higher
scores indicating higher levels of education.23
Prior empirical analyses has also found religion and employment status to be significant
predictors of racial attitudes, policy preferences, and vote choice. In this study, religion is
measured to capture the degree to which a respondent sees religion as an important part of his or
her life. The CCES survey asked respondents “how important is religion in your life.” Each
respondent was asked to indicate if religion was very important, somewhat important, not too
important, or not at all important. This variable was dichotomized where a respondent was
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1=No High School Education; 2=High School Graduate; 3=Some College; 4=Two Years
of College Education; 5= Four Years of College Education, and 6=Professional/Graduate Degree
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assigned a score of 0 if they indicated religion was not important and a 1 if they indicated
religion was important. A dummy variable is also employed to measure employment status. For
example, a respondent is assigned a 0 if they are unemployed and a 1 if they are employed.
Given that is it highly likely that racial attitudes may vary by age group, it is important to include
this variable in the analysis. Prior studies have found that younger voters are less likely to hold
negative racial attitudes (Virtanen and Huddy 1998). Knuckey’s (2011) age cohort measurement
is utilized to capture the age cohort. The age cohort is categorized into four groups: New
Deal/World War II Generation, Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Generation Y. The New
Deal/World War II Generation is defined as anyone born prior to 1944. This group is assigned a
value of 1. The Baby Boomers are classified as anyone born between 1944 and 1964. This
group is assigned a score of 2. Generation X is anyone born between 1965 and 1976. They are
assigned a score of 3. Generation Y are those born after 1977. They are assigned a score 4. This
study also controls for interest in public affairs by employing a dummy variable where a
respondent is assigned 1 if they are interested in public affairs and 0 if they are not interested in
public affairs. The CCES 2010 survey also asks respondents to indicate their views regarding
the Tea Party movement. It has been argued in previous scholarship that strong racial attitudes
are a predictor of Tea Party membership; therefore a dummy variable is included. A respondent
is given a 0 if they had negative views towards the Tea Party movement and a 1 if they approved
of the Tea Party movement. This analysis also controls for time under black leadership. The
CCES data asks respondents how long they have lived at their current address. If a respondent
has a black representative and has lived at their current address for more than two years, they are
assigned a score of 1 and zero if otherwise. This variable allows for testing of whether time
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under black leadership impacts attitudes, policy preference, candidate vote choice, and white
evaluation of job performance.
In the chapter that follows, the major hypotheses and the results from both the descriptive
and logistic regression analysis are presented. For ease of interpretation, the predictive
probabilities are presented to provide a substantive interpretation of the results. The results
indicate that the same factors that influence the electoral success of white incumbents also help
African American incumbents. The key difference is minority majority districts. The evidence
presented in the following chapter suggests that African American political representation seems
to have no impact on white racial attitudes, policy preferences, or vote choice. On the contrary,
the data does find that time under African American congressional representation increases
levels of racial resentment and that whites are more likely to evaluate African American
incumbents negatively. These findings are presented in more detail in the proceeding chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
What explains the electoral success of African American incumbents? How does
exposure to African American political representation impact the racial attitudes, policy
preferences, vote choice and evaluation of job performance of African American incumbents by
white constituents? Do whites respond to African American political leadership differently
depending on the political office occupied by African Americans? The previous chapter detailed
the data and methodologies used to evaluate these important questions. In this chapter, the
hypotheses used to examine these questions and the results from the data analysis concerning the
relationship between African American representation and the racial attitudes, policy preference,
vote choice and job performance evaluations for African American incumbents among whites are
presented. This chapter presents the findings of the descriptive analyses concerning the electoral
context of African American incumbents.
The evidence presented in this chapter suggests six major findings. The descriptive
analysis suggests that African American incumbents win reelection and do so with more than 60
percent of the vote. In sum, the evidence suggests that like their white counterparts, African
American incumbents also enjoy the benefits of an incumbency advantage. The key difference,
however, is that minority majority districts preserves African American. The attitudinal data
also shows African American political representation has no effect on the racial attitudes or
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policy preferences of whites. However, African American political representation does
negatively influence white support for African American Congressional incumbents and
evaluations of African American incumbents’ job performance. When it comes to how whites
evaluate African American incumbents, the evidence presented in this chapter demonstrates that
even when in control, partisanship whites were significantly more likely to disapprove of the job
performance of African American incumbents. The empirical evidence also shows that time
under African American political leadership also increases levels of racial resentment among
whites. Finally, the data shows that while racial resentment had a significant influence on white
support for President Obama in 2008, the impact of racial resentment marginally declined in the
2012 Presidential election.
Hypotheses
Table 1.1 displays the directional expectations of the hypotheses. Chapter 2 demonstrates
that political scientists know very little about how African American political representation
impacts the racial attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice, and white evaluations of African
American Congressional incumbents. However, the academic literature does point in three
directions. In order to determine which of these three explanations best explains this
relationship, five major hypotheses were tested. If African American political representation
improves the racial attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice and evaluation of African American
incumbent job performance by whites, then there is the expectation that there should be a
negative relationship between African American representation and racial attitudes, and a
positive relationship between African American political representation and white support for
affirmative action programs, vote choice, and whites evaluations of the job performance of
African American incumbents. If, on the other hand, African American political representation
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threatens whites, there should be a positive relationship when it comes to racial attitudes and a
negative relationship when it comes to policy preferences, vote choice, and how whites evaluate
African American incumbents. It is also possible that African American political representation
does not have any impact on the racial attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice, and job
evaluation of African American incumbents by whites. This would suggest that no matter how
positive the experience of whites under African American leadership, it has no effect on the
politics of white residents suggesting that the predisposition of whites may be a function of racial
prejudice. To analyze these relationships, the testable hypotheses are presented below.
Table 1.1: Expected Results
Models
Informational

Racial
Resentment
-

Policy
Preference
+

Vote Choice/ Candidate
Evaluations
+

Racial Threat

+

-

-

Racial
Prejudice

No Effect

No Effect

-

The first hypothesis predicts the relationship between African American Congressional
representation and racial attitudes.
H1: Whites who are represented by African Americans in Congress should be less racially
resentful than whites that are not represented by African Americans (tested in Table 1.5).
Rationale: This hypothesis evaluates if exposure to African American Congressional
representation improves the racial attitudes of whites. If experience under African American
political representation matters, then there is the expectation that white racial attitudes should
improve among whites that are exposed to African American leadership.
The second hypothesis specifically predicts the relationship between African American
congressional representation and white policy preferences.
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H2: Whites who are represented by African Americans in Congress should be more likely
to support race-targeted policies such as affirmative action, than whites who are not
represented by an African American (tested in Table 1.6).
Rationale: The informational model suggests that African American leadership provides white
Americans with the critical information needed to evaluate the realities and consequences of
African American office holding. The model further contends that once whites see that black
leaders do not pose a threat to the economic interest of the white community, they should
become more accepting of African American leadership. However, when it comes to racetargeted policies such as affirmative action, scholars have found that many whites have opposed
such policies. Policies such as affirmative action pose a direct threat to white interest in both
employment and school admissions. It may be possible that if whites learn that the African
American leadership does not pose a threat to the well being of the white community, many
whites may embrace policies such as affirmative action.
The third hypothesis examines the relationship between African American congressional
representation and the candidate preference for Congress.
H3: Whites who are represented by African Americans in Congress should be more likely
to indicate that they will vote for the African American incumbent (tested in Table 1.8).
Rationale: Just as African American office holding may impact the racial attitudes of white
Americans, it also has the potential to affect the vote choice of whites as well. It is argued that
whites may initially mobilize against black office-holding, but once they see that African
American leadership does not channel resources into the black community, their predispositions
regarding African American political representation may diminish (Hajnal, 2007). Like their
white counterparts, African American incumbents are beneficiaries of the incumbency factor.
Name recognition, constituency services, a lack of quality challengers, and minority majority
districts may facilitate an opportunity for white support of the African American incumbent.
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The vast majority of congressional districts with African American majorities are represented by
black Democrats; therefore, if the informational model is accurate, there is the expectation that
respondents should prefer the congressional incumbent candidate over the challenger candidate.
The fourth hypothesis predicts the relationship between African American congressional
representation and white evaluation of African American incumbents.
H4: Whites who are represented by African Americans in Congress should be more likely
to approve of the job performance of their congressional representatives (tested in Table
1.9).
Rationale: While members of Congress engage in a number of policy-making behaviors, they
also engage in a number of non-partisan behaviors such as constituency services. If, in fact,
African American leadership counters the expectations of whites, then the information that
whites are exposed to should be reflected in how whites that are represented by an African
American evaluate the job performance of their congressional representative. Prior research
demonstrates that while individuals may evaluate the institution of Congress negatively, they
tend to have a more positive view of their own congressional representative (Jacobson, 2004).
Therefore, it is expected that whites that are represented by an African American in Congress
should be more likely to approve of the job performance of their incumbent congressional
representative.
The fifth hypothesis predicts how white evaluation of African American incumbents may
be contingent upon the office held by an African American.
H5: Whites who are represented by African Americans in Congress should be more likely
to have negative evaluations of President Obama but positive evaluations of their
congressional representative (tested in Tables 1.10-1.11).
Rationale: The centerpiece of this research is the notion that whites may treat African American
incumbents differently depending on the political office held. Specifically, white voters may
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respond more positively to African American congressional leadership and may respond more
negatively to black leadership at the Presidential level. Hajnal (2007) left open a very important
avenue of exploration regarding the role of information and representation by suggesting that the
election of a black president within the United State would provide an interesting test case of the
informational model. In many ways, the 2008 candidacy and subsequent election of Barack
Obama can be seen as a direct threat to white interest. Scholarship concerning the election of
President Barack Obama suggests that his candidacy and presidency have ignited higher levels of
racial resentment than any other President in history (Teslter and Sears 2010). Others have
found that even opposition to his policies and job evaluation by voters has been linked to strong
racial attitudes. If these assertions hold merit, then it should be reflective in negative evaluations
of the President.
Results
How have African Americans won seats in the United State Congress? Between 1970
and 2012, there were a total of 426 elections involving African American incumbents in the
United States House of Representatives. The first step in this analysis was to examine the
reelection rate of African American members of Congress. To examine the reelection rates the
analysis examined if a sitting incumbent won reelection. The findings of this analysis suggest
that not only do African American incumbents in Congress win reelection, but they do so by
large margins. The data suggests that African American incumbents in Congress do, in fact, win
reelection at a rate that is greater than or equal to their white counterparts.
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Figure 4: The Reelection of African Americans to the
US Congress 1970-2012	
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Figure 4 supports the claims made by the academic literature: nearly 92 percent of African
American congressional incumbents included in this sample were reelected to Congress. On the
other hand, eight percent were not reelected. This confirms the expectation of the incumbency
advantage. It is also important to note that there were several retirements included in this
number. Another interesting pattern found in the descriptive statistics is that African American
incumbents are significantly more likely to be challenged by a white contender in general
elections. For example, figure 5 demonstrates that from 1970-2012, whites made up about 79
percent of the candidates challenging black incumbents while African Americans or others racial
groups only made up 21 percent of the candidates challenging African American congressional
incumbents.
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Figure 5: Congressional Challenger Candidates
by Race 1970-2012	
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Another interesting pattern that is consistent with the extant literature is that weak
candidates overwhelmingly challenge African American congressional incumbents. From 19702012, 74 percent of candidates challenging African American incumbents had no previous
political experience, 15 percent had experience serving in appointed capacities, 3 percent had
served in local countywide political office, 3 percent had served in citywide political offices, and
4 percent held current or past political experience in statewide political offices. This sample only
includes elections in which the incumbent candidate had a challenger. Table 1.2 displays the
challenger candidate quality score by election year from 1970-201024. Table 1.2 demonstrates
that there was an increase in the number of challenger candidates with no political experience
starting around 1992 and that this continued well into the late 2000s.
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Table 1.3 only includes the challenger candidate quality scores for which data is available.
While Lexis Nexuses provided much of the information regarding the past political experience
for many of the challenger candidates, the candidate quality score for all elections within the
sample were not determined.
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Table 1.2: Challenger Candidate Quality
Score 1970-2010
Year
1970
1972
1974
1976
1978
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010

0
1
2
1
2
2
4
3
4
4
4
5
9
17
13
19
16
15
18
17
22
22

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
0
2
3
3
3
1
1
2
4
4
3
3
1
3

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
2
1
2
0
1
0

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
1
2
1
2
0
1
0

4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
2

0=No experience; 1=Appointed experience;
2=local experience; 3=citywide experience;
4=current or statewide experience.
The descriptive analysis suggests that congressional elections featuring African Americans lack
competitive races and candidates with strong political backgrounds.
Even with the margin of victory, the evidence suggests that African American incumbents
win reelection by a sizable proportion of the total vote share. The average margin of victory for
African American members of Congress is 78 percent, with a range of 57-99 percent. In fact, the
margin of victory for African American incumbents has remained stable over time. Figure 6
displays the average margin of victory for black House incumbents by election year.
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Figure 6: Average Margin of Victory for Black Incumbents in
Congress	
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Redistricting: Black Incumbents in Competitive Racially Mixed Districts
Even during the 1990s, the era in which legal challenges concerning majority black
districts were argued in the courts, the margin of victory for African American incumbents was
not significantly affected. Table 1.3 examines the margin of victory for African American
congressional incumbents for districts that were redrawn as a result of legal challenges. The
table displays the margin of victory for the year prior to redistricting and the first year after
redistricting. That data presented in the table does not show a significant difference in the
margin of victory after the redrawing of districts. African American incumbents still won
reelection on average by nearly 70 percent of the vote with a standard deviation of 9.7 before
redistricting and a standard deviation of 9.8 after redistricting.
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Table 1.3: Margin of Victory for Black Incumbents in Redrawn Districts
State District
FL
GA

3rd
2nd

GA

11th

NC
NC
TX

1st
12th
18th

TX

30th

Rep.
Corrine Brown
Sanford
Bishop
Cynthia
McKinney
Eva Clayton
Mel Watt
Shelia Jackson
Lee
Eddie B.
Johnson

Year

MVBR

MVAR

Difference

1996
1996

61%
54%

58%
64%

3
-10

1996

58%

52%

6

1998
1998
1996

63%
57%
80%

67%
72%
75%

-4
-15
5

1996

73%

74%

-10

MVBR=Margin of Victory Before Redistricting; MVAR=Margin of Victory After
Redistricting
In sum, the descriptive analysis suggests that incumbency benefits white and black
candidates alike. The key differences between white congressional incumbents and black
congressional incumbents are that minority majority districts protect black incumbents’ electoral
success. These districts consist of a large African American population, which suggests that
whites are not crucial to the electoral success of these incumbents. Even if residents in majority
minority districts wanted to, they would be unable to elect a white representative. This led to the
central aspect of this dissertation: how does exposure to African American leadership impact
white residents? The answer to this question is answered in the preceding section.
Results and Findings from the CCES Data
This section of chapter four presents the findings and analysis of the survey data used
from the 2010 and 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Survey to empirically evaluate the
degree to which African American Congressional Representation impacts the racial attitudes,
policy preferences, vote choice, and incumbent job performance evaluations of African
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American congressional representatives by white constituents. This section highlights the
descriptive statistics of the attitudinal data followed by the results from the logistic regression
analyses. The 2010 Cooperative Congressional Election Study contains a sample of 54,388
respondents. Of the respondents included in the sample, 2,149 whites lived in congressional
districts represented by African Americans.
In order to analyze the degree to which African American representation impacts the
racial attitudes, policy preferences, vote choice and incumbent job performance evaluation by
whites, it was important to restrict the analysis to solely white respondents. The demographics
of the respondents appear to be normally distributed. Among whites residing in black
congressional districts, about 45 percent are Republicans with 54 percent identifying as
Democrats. In terms of gender, male respondents seem to slightly outnumber females with 53
percent of the respondents being male and 46 percent being female. Only 5 percent of white
respondents lived in congressional districts represented by African Americans. Alternately, 94
percent of respondents lived in districts not represented by African Americans. While this
number is skewed, it is important to keep in mind that African Americans comprise less than 10
percent of the U.S. House of Representatives in 2014. Table 1.4 displays the descriptive
statistics for all variables used in this analysis.
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Table 1.4. Descriptive Statistics
Variables

Mean

Std.

Min.

Max

Importance of Religion
Interest in News
Partisanship
Educational Attainment
Gender
African American Rep.
Ideology
Percent Black
Obama Approval
Presidential Vote ‘12

.71
.90
.41
3.8
.50
.05
.36
10
.37
.47

.45
.29
2.2
1.4
.49
.22
.48
12
.48
.49

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
7
6
1
1
1
65
1
1

Presidential Vote ‘08
Affirmative Action
Incumbent vs. Challenger
Racial Resentment A
Racial Resentment B
Incumbent Evaluation
Tea Party Favorability
Incumbent vs. Challenger
(House)

.43
.25
.58
.87
.64
.54
.53
.58

.49
.43
.49
.39
.47
.49
.49
.49

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Moving beyond the descriptive statistics, Table 1.5 reports the coefficients from the
logistic regression analysis on the impact of African American political representation on white
racial attitudes in Model 1, while Model 2 reports the impact of time under African American
leadership at the congressional level on white racial attitudes. The models report a pseudo R2 of
.33 and a highly significant χ2 = p>.000, which suggest that the model is a good fit25.
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According to the logistic regression outputs the models perform relatively well reporting a
significant Chi-Square at the p-value of .000.
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The results from the logistic regression models produce almost identical outputs. In
Table 1.5: The Impact of Black Political Representation
On White Racial Attitudes
Independent Variables
Model 1
Model 2
Dependent Variable
Dependent Variable
Racial Resentment 10’
Racial Resentment 10’
Importance of Religion
.0871**
.0857*
(.03)
(.03)
Interest in Public Affairs
-.5001***
-.5113***
(.07)
(.07)
Partisanship
.2253***
.2267***
(.01)
(.01)
Education
-.2061***
-.2066***
(.01)
(.01)
Gender
-.0869*
-.0865*
(.03)
(.03)
Black Rep.
.0129
(.07)
Time Under Black Rep.
.1914**
(.06)
Ideology
-1.808***
-1.802***
(.05)
(.05)
Employment Status
-.0211
-.0239
(.04)
(.04)
Age
.0989***
.1107***
(.02)
(.02)
Constant
1.5
1.3
Observations
25,497
24,729
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.000 (two-tailed test)
examining the relationship between African American political representation and white racial
attitudes, (H1) predicts that whites who are represented by an African American in Congress
should be less racially resentful than whites that are not represented by an African American.
According to the coefficients and the p-values reported in Table 1.5, it appears that there is no
statistically significant relationship between African American political representation at the
congressional level and white racial attitudes when measured in terms of racial resentment. The
analyses also indicate that there is no statistically significant relationship between white racial
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attitudes and the percentage of African Americans residing in a county26. As a result these
findings do not support the first hypothesis (H1), which suggests that whites who are represented
by an African American in Congress should be less racially resentful than whites that are not
represented by an African American. The evidence presented here also does not support the
racial threat hypothesis, which suggests that an increase in the percentage of African Americans
residing in a congressional district should be associated with an increase in racial resentment
among whites27.
Model 2 displays the relationship between time under African American leadership and
the racial attitudes of whites. According to this model, there is a positive statistically significant
relationship between time under an African American representative and white racial attitudes.
This coefficient indicates that an increase in the number of years under African American
congressional representation seems to increase racial resentment among whites.
The outputs from the logistic regression analysis indicate that there are six statistically
significant independent variables: religion, interest in public affairs, partisanship, educational
attainment, age, and gender. Each of these variables has a statistically significant impact on
white racial attitudes. According to the logistic regression analysis, the greatest predictors of
white racial attitudes are partisanship, ideology, age, and interest in public affairs: these variables
are all significant at the ***p<. 000. The regression output for religion is positive and
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The percentage of blacks residing in majority black districts is highly correlated with the
variable that measures if whether a district is represented by an African American. Therefore, it
is regressed in a separate model. The results indicate that there is no statistically significant
relationship between the percentage of blacks residing in a congressional district and levels of
racial resentment among whites. As a result, this variable is not included in the models reported
in this chapter.
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statistically significant (b=.0871; *p<.01) which suggests that a white citizen who viewed
religion as an important aspect in his or her life was more likely to have racially resentful
attitudes compared to a white who did not view religion as an important aspect of his or her life.
The variable that measures a respondents’ interest in public affairs is highly significant and
negative reporting a coefficient of b=-.5001; ***p<.000. This suggests that whites who are less
interested in public affairs were significantly less likely to have racially resentful attitudes
compared to whites who are interested in public affairs. Surprisingly, lower levels of education
are associated with a decline in racially resentful attitudes (b=-.2061; ***p<. 000). Consistent
with the expectation, the variable ideology is statistically significant and negative (b=-1.808;
***p<. 000). White liberals are less likely to hold racially resentful attitudes than white
conservatives.
Given the influence of partisanship on attitudes, policy preferences, and candidate
preferences, this analysis also controlled for partisanship by utilizing a seven-point scale
(Bartels, 2000). The coefficient for partisanship is positive and highly significant. The
regression output reports a b=. 2252 significance at the ***p<.000. This suggests that an
increase on the seven-point scale is associated with higher levels of racial resentment among
whites. For example, white respondents who identified as strong Republicans are significantly
more likely to hold racially resentful attitudes. Although this variable is positive and statistically
significant, it is difficult to uncover substantive meaning of this coefficient’s impact on racial
resentment. Therefore to obtain a more substantive meaning, the predictive probabilities are
calculated using Tomz, Wittenberg, and King’s (2003) Clarify. Figure 7 reports the predictive
probabilities of racial resentment by intensity of partisanship.
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Figure 7: Predictive Probabilities of 	

Racial Resentment by Intensity of Partisanship	
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Figure 7 further suggests that white Democrats are significantly less likely to hold racially
resentful attitudes when compared to white Republicans and Independents. It is also important
to note that there is a strong degree of racial resentment among strong Democrats. However,
when this number is compared to strong Republican identifiers, there is a substantial difference.
On average, as a respondent moves from a strong Democrat to a weak Democrat, there is about
an eleven percent increase in the likelihood of racial resentment.
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Figure 8: Predictive Probabilities of Racial Resentment 	

by Age Among Whites 	
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Figure 8 displays the predictive probabilities of racial resentment among whites by
generation. The predictive probabilities show a consistent trend that older whites are more
racially resentful than younger whites. According to Figure 8, white respondents from the New
Deal/World War II era were more racially resentful than younger generations of whites. This
figure demonstrates a decline in racial resentment among younger respondents. Whites who
were born during the Baby Boomer Generation were less racially resentful than whites that were
born during the New Deal/World War II Era. Whites who fall into the Generation X category
were less racially resentful than whites who fall into the Baby Boomer Generation. A similar
pattern is found with whites that fall into the Generation Y category. The predictive probabilities
of racial resentment by generation find that racial resentment seems to diminish among younger
generations of whites.
The second hypothesis (H2) predicts that whites that are represented by an African
American in Congress should be more likely to support affirmative action programs for racial
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minorities. Table 1.6 displays the coefficients from the logistic regression analyses that examine
the impact of African American political representation on white policy preferences. The
logistic regression analysis reports Pseudo R-Square of .33. The overall model performs
relatively well with a chi square of .000.
Does African American political representation impact the policy preferences of whites
that reside in congressional districts represented by African Americans? According to the
outputs produced from the logistic regression analysis of Models 3 and 4, there is no statistically
significant relationship between African American political representation and white support for
affirmative action programs for racial minorities in college admission and employment. Even
the variable that measures the number of years a respondent has lived under African American
leadership is not statically significant. It is, however, important to note that the variable that
measures whether a white constituent is represented by an African American in Congress is
negative. As a result, the findings do not support the expectations that African American
political representation impacts white policy preferences.
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According to the statistical outputs in Model 3 and 4, there are five variables that
Table 1.6: The Impact of Black Political Representation on
White Policy Preferences
Independent Variables
Model 3
Model 4
Dependent Variable
Dependent Variable
Affirmative Action 10’
Affirmative Action 10’
Importance of Religion
-.0953**
-.0956**
(.03)
(.03)
Interest in Public Affairs
.0757
.0720
(.06)
(.06)
Partisanship
-.3962***
-.3960***
(.01)
(.01)
Education
.1778***
.1782***
(.01)
(.01)
Gender
.0109
.0106
(.03)
(.03)
Black Rep.
-.0096
(.06)
Time Under Black Rep.
.0667
(.06)
Ideology
1.574***
1.576***
(.05)
(.05)
Employment Status
-.0826
-.0821
(.04)
(.04)
Age
-.1139***
-.1091***
(.04)
(.02)
Constant
-.9513
-1.023
Observations
32,523
32,482
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.000 (two-tailed test)
achieved statistical significance: religion, partisanship, education, ideology, and age. The
variable that measures religion is negative and statistically significant (b=-.0952; ***p<. 000).
The negative relationship indicates that whites that did not view religion as an important aspect
of their life were more likely to oppose affirmative action programs for racial minorities in the
areas of college admissions and employment. According to the predictive probabilities, white
respondents who did not view religion as an important aspect of their lives were about 72 percent
more likely to oppose affirmative action programs. The variable that measures partisanship is
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negative and statistically significant (b=-.3962; ***p<. 000). The predictive probabilities
suggest that white Democrats were more likely to support affirmative action programs than white
Republicans. It is, however, important to note that both white Democrats and white Republicans
overall seem to oppose affirmative action programs for racial minorities. For example, white
respondents who identify as strong Democrats had an increased probability of opposing
affirmative action programs by 80 percent. On the other hand, white respondents who identified
as strong Republicans opposed affirmative action programs by 97 percent. Additionally, white
respondents who identified as Independents had a probability of opposing affirmative action
programs by 93 percent.
According to the model, the coefficient for education is positive and statistically
significant (b=. 1778; ***p<. 000). An increase in educational attainment among white
respondents increases the likelihood that they will support affirmative action programs for racial
minorities. For example, white respondents who did not complete high school had a 90 percent
probability of opposing affirmative action programs. While whites with higher levels of
education were more likely to support affirmative action programs than whites with lower levels
of education, it appears that higher levels of education only seem to increase the likelihood of
support for affirmative action by 20 percent. As expected, the variable that measures ideology is
positive and statistically significant (b=1.574; ***p>.000). Table 1.7 shows the predictive
probabilities of opposition to affirmative action programs among whites by generation.
According to Table 1.7, younger generations of whites are more likely to oppose affirmative
action programs than older generations of whites.
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Table 1.7: Probabilities of Support for Affirmative Action Affirmative
Programs by Generation
Action
Opposition
New Deal/ World War II (Born After 1919 - 1943)
54 %
Baby Boomers (Born Between1944 -1964)
57 %
Generation X (Born Between 1965 -1976)
60 %
Generation Y (Born Between 1977 – 1991)
63 %
	
  

The finding so far suggest that exposure to African American political representation
does not impact the racial attitudes or policy preferences of whites in minority majority
congressional districts. To examine how African American political representation impacts vote
choice among whites in House elections, Table 1.8 presents the results of the logistic regression
analyses. Hypothesis 3 (H3) predicts that whites who are represented by African Americans in
Congress should be more likely to indicate that they will vote for the African American
incumbent. According to the coefficients in the logistic regression model, the variable that
measures African American political representation is negative and statistically significant (b=.3175;p< .05). This relationship indicates that whites who are represented by African Americans
were more likely to support the challenger candidate than the incumbent representative. This
finding runs counter to the hypothesis 3.
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Table 1.8: The Impact of Black Political Representation on
White Congressional Candidate Preference
Independent Variables
Model 5
Model 6
Dependent Variable
Dependent Variable
Vote Choice 10’
Vote Choice 10’
-.4279***
-.4226***
Importance of Religion
(.07)
(.07)
Interest in Public Affairs
-.3236
-.3265
(.17)
(.17)
Partisanship
-.8610***
-.8599***
(.02)
(.02)
Education
.0602*
.0577*
(.02)
(.02)
Gender
-.1869**
-.1846*
(.07)
(.07)
Black Rep.
-.3175*
(.15)
Time Under Black Rep.
-.1741
(.15)
Ideology
2.382***
2.374***
(.08)
(.08)
Employment Status
.0478
.0512
(.08)
(.08)
Age
.0532
.0427
(.04)
(.04)
Racial Resentment
-1.486***
-1.494***
(.10)
(.10)
Constant
3.364
3.545
Observations
19, 325
19, 295
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.000 (two-tailed test)
	
  

Given the significance of this variable at .05 p-value, it is important to determine just
how strong this variable’s impact is on white preferences for House candidates. According to the
predictive probabilities, whites that are represented by an African American in Congress are
almost 85 percent more likely to oppose the incumbent representative.
The logistic regression analyses also reports statistically significant relationships for
several of the control variables. For example, the variable for religion is negative and
statistically significant (b=-.4226; p<. 000). This relationship indicates that white respondents
who did not view religion as an important variable in their lives were less likely to prefer the
incumbent. In fact, whites among this segment of respondents were about 86 percent more likely
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to express a preference for the challenger candidate. The variable for partisanship is negative
and statistically significant (b-.8599; p< .000). Figure 9 displays the predictive probabilities of
white support for the incumbent candidate by intensity of partisanship.

Figure 9: White Support for 	
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Consistent with previous models, education, gender, and ideology are significantly
related to white vote choice. It appears that lower levels of education are associated with an
increased likelihood of support for the challenger candidate among whites respondents. The
variable for gender is negative and significant (b=-.1846; p>.01). This relationship reveals that
white females were less likely to indicate support for the incumbent candidate. As expected,
white liberals were significantly more likely to indicate support for the incumbent candidate
(b=2.374; p>.000). The House candidate preference among white respondents in the sample
appears to be significantly influenced by racial resentment. The variable for racial resentment is
negative and highly significant (b=-1.494; p>.00). Predictive probabilities indicate whites with
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high levels of racial resentment were about 98 percent more likely to oppose the African
American incumbent.
So far the analysis has demonstrated that exposure to African American political
representation does not impact the racial attitudes or policy preferences of whites. The analyses
also demonstrate that whites become more racially resentful the longer they live under African
American leadership. In fact, the only time that there is significant relationship between African
American political representation is when it comes to congressional candidate preference among
whites and even then, whites appear to overwhelmingly prefer the challenger congressional
candidate. In an effort to test if African American political representation is relevant to whites,
Models 7 and 8 examine if black political representation impacts how whites evaluate the job
performance of African American politicians in Congress and in the White House. Table 1.9
presents the results from the logistic regression analysis. Hypothesis 4 (H4) predicts that whites
who are represented by African Americans in Congress should be more likely to approve of the
job performance of their member of Congress.
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Table 1.9: The Impact of Black Political Representation on
White Evaluations of Incumbents
Independent Variables
Model 7
Model 8
Congressional Rep.
Presidential (Obama)
Job Performance 10’
Job Performance 10’
Importance of Religion
.1354 ***
-.0098
(.03)
(.07)
Interest in Public Affairs
.0323
-.2128
(.09)
(.17)
Partisanship
.0345***
-.6664***
(.01)
(.02)
Education
.0379***
.0188
(.01)
(.02)
Gender
-.0613
.0727
(.02)
(.07)
Black Rep.
-.5005***
-.1847
(.06)
(.15)
Ideology
.2641**
1.328***
(.07)
(.10)
Employment Status
.0469
.2866 **
(.03)
(.09)
Age
.0032
.0887
(.01)
(.04)
Racial Resentment
-.1841***
-.9450***
(.04)
(.08)
Tea Party Favorability
-2.532***
-2.957***
(.07)
(.09)
Constant
-.06
2.8
Observations
21,012
22,302
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.000 (two-tailed test)
	
  

The results reported in the logistic regression Model 7 do not support hypothesis 4 (H4).

In fact, the results reported in Table 1.9 suggest that whites who are represented by an African
American in Congress are less likely to approve of the job performance of their African
American incumbent representative. Potential critics may suggest that the findings of the models
presented above are simply depicting partisanship. White Republicans intuitively should be
expected to evaluate Democrats negatively. In an effort to combat this potential criticism it was
important to isolate whites by partisanship and view the race of their representatives by how
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white constituents evaluate the job performance of their congressional incumbent. If white
Democrats are evaluating African American and white Democratic incumbent congressmen the
same argument regarding the influence of race loses much of its feasibility. However, if white
Democrats are evaluating black congressional incumbent Democrats negatively, then there is
compelling evidence that the race of the incumbent matters. Figure 10 reports the predictive
probabilities of the Congressional Job Performance by Race of the Incumbent Representative and
Partisanship. The predictive probabilities report some very compelling findings. It appears that
race matters for black congressional incumbents. Across the spectrum, both white independents
and Democrats who are represented by an African Americans in Congress were more likely to
disapprove of their job performance. White Democrats were more likely to express disapproval
of their black Democratic representative than they were for white Democratic representatives.
Figure 10 illustrates that white respondents who self-identified as strong Democrats were 55
percent more likely to disapprove of their black representative. On the other hand, strong white
Democrats who are represented by a white Democrat were only 11 percent likely to disapprove
of their job performance. This pattern is persistent across every category of partisanship. White
Independents who are represented by an African American Democrat in Congress were 62
percent more likely to disapprove of their representative’s job performance, while white
Independents who are represented by a white Democrat were 55 percent more likely to
disapprove of the white Democratic congressional incumbent. While it is expected that any
Republican would evaluate a Democrat negatively, it is worth noting that white Republicans
evaluated African American Democratic incumbents more severely than they did for white
Democratic incumbents.
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Figure 10: Predictive Probabilities of Disapproval 	
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Hypothesis 5 (H5) predicts that whites who are represented by African Americans in
Congress should be more likely to have negative evaluations of President Obama but positive
evaluations of their congressional representative. The evidence presented in the logistic
regression model does not support this hypothesis. In fact, there appears to be no statistically
significantly relationship between African American representation and white evaluation of
President Obama. On the other hand, the congressional model suggests that whites who are
represented by an African American in Congress are more likely to disprove of the job
performance of their African American representative.
Whites Response to African American Leadership by Political Office
Another important aspect of this study is to investigate if white voters react differently to
African American incumbents depending on the political office occupied. To investigate this
aspect of the research, the independent variables are regressed on the 2008 Presidential vote
choice variable. If racial attitudes are more negative for the Presidential vote choice among
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whites than for Congress then there is compelling evidence that race permeated Presidential vote
choice among whites in ways that are compellingly different from its impact in the congressional
model. Table 1.10 presents
Table 1.10: The Impact of Black Political Representation on
Whites Presidential Vote
Independent Variables
Model 9
Model 10
Presidential Vote Choice 08’
Presidential Vote Choice
08’
Importance of Religion
-.5027***
-.4997***
(.10)
(.10)
Interest in Public Affairs
-.3677***
-.3719
(.23)
(.23)
Partisanship
-.8338***
-.8329***
(.03)
(.03)
Education
.0442
.0430
(.03)
(.03)
Gender
.1929
.1938
(.10)
(.10)
Black Rep.
-.3095
(.10)
Time Under Black Rep.
-.0508
(.19)
Ideology
1.631***
1.621***
(.13)
(.12)
Employment Status
.0831
.0906
(.12)
(.12)
Age
.1663*
.1396*
(.06)
(.06)
Racial Resentment
-1.291***
-1.295***
(.15)
(.06)
Tea Party Favorability
-3.284***
-3.280***
(.10)
(.10)
Constant
5.3
5.3
Observations
20,823
20,803
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.000 (two-tailed test)

the coefficients from the logistic regression analysis that examines the impact of black political
representation on Presidential vote choice in 2008. Consistent with previous models, it appears
that there is no statistically significant relationship between African American representation and
Presidential vote choice among whites. Variables such as partisanship, ideology, age, and
religion remain significant predictors of vote choice. The variable that measures racial
resentment and favorability towards the Tea Party is highly significant and negative which
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suggests that an increase in racial resentment and the positive views of the Tea Party movement
significantly decreases the likelihood of white respondents indicating support for Barack Obama.
While this finding is consistent with the logistic regression model that examines congressional
vote choice, it is important to determine the strength of the negative relationship. The predictive
probabilities report an identical probability of whites that are racially resentful being
overwhelmingly more likely to express support for McCain by 98 percent. The coefficient for
the variable that measures Tea Party favorability is negative and highly significant (b=-3.28; p<.
000). Whites that view the Tea Party movement as positive had a 90 percent likelihood of
opposing Barack Obama.
According to the outputs from the logistic regression models (Table 1.9), it appears that
racial attitudes and favorability towards the Tea Party movement had a stronger impact on
Presidential job performance evaluations than for individual congressional job performance.
Both variables are negative and statistically significant in both models. However, the predictive
probabilities show a larger effect for the Presidential job performance model. The predictive
probabilities for Model 7 (congressional job performance model) suggest that whites who were
racially resentful were 47 percent more likely to disapprove of their current house member’s job
performance. On the other hand, the predictive probabilities for the Presidential job performance
found that these same whites who were racially resentful were 91 percent more likely to
disapprove of President Obama’s job performance. This pattern is even persistent among whites
who hold positive views of the Tea Party movement. Consider the fact that whites who held
positive views towards the Tea Party were 49 percent more likely to disapprove of their current
house members. However, these same respondents were 96 percent more likely to disapprove of
President Obama’s job performance. While whites who are represented by an African American
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in Congress were more likely to evaluate their member of congress negatively, it is important to
note that racial attitudes appear to have an even stronger impact on white assessments of job
performance for President Obama. This evidence supports the expectation that whites who are
represented by an African American in Congress are more likely to have a positive evaluation of
their member of Congress than of President Obama.
A central aspect of this research is to examine if racial learning is more likely to take
place after experience with African American leadership. The findings so far have shown that
racial attitudes had a stronger impact among white respondents in Presidential job performance
and vote choice than it did for African American members of Congress. While racial attitudes
certainly shaped both job performance evaluations and vote choice in 2008 and 2010, if the
informational model is accurate, then there is the expectation that racial attitudes should have a
smaller impact on both vote choice and Presidential job performance in 2012 than they did in
2008. Respondents would have had experience with African American Presidential leadership.
They would also have been exposed to the Obama administration and its policy concerning race.
In order to empirically investigate this assertion, the 2012 CCES data is used. The 2012 data
contains identical measurements to that of the 2010 data with the exception of the question that
ask respondents to indicate the number of years they have lived at their current address. The
same dependent variable, vote choice, is the regression of the independent variables.
The results of the logistic regression analysis are reported in Table 1.11. According to
the logistic regression outputs, the variable that measures racial resentment is negative and
statistically significant (b=-1.625; p>.000). Recall from the 2008 Presidential vote choice model
that racial resentment increased the likelihood of voting for McCain by about 91 percent.
According to the predictive probabilities, it appears that the substantive impact of racial
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resentment on Presidential vote choice in 2012 was slightly smaller than it was in 2008. However
the strength of the actual coefficient in the 2012 model suggest that racial attitudes may have
slightly increased under President Obama. This suggests that racial attitudes may have
marginally increased during President Obama’s term.
In sum, the findings presented in this chapter reveal several unique patterns germane to
representation. The first patterns found suggest that African American incumbents are
overwhelmingly reelected to the United States House of Representatives and strong political
contenders rarely challenge them. Even in the few cases where African American incumbents
have been challenged by strong candidates, African American incumbents still win decisively.
In fact, on average, African American incumbents win their reelection by large margins. Even
when their districts are redrawn, they are still more likely to be reelected.
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Table 1.11: The Impact of Black Political Representation on
White Evaluations of Incumbents
Independent Variables
Model 11
Model 12
Presidential
Presidential)
Vote Choice 12’
Job Performance 12’
Importance of Religion
.0040
-.4770**
(.10)
(.14)
Interest in Public Affairs
.2138
-.4588
(.20)
(.30)
Partisanship
-.6728***
-.8490***
(.03)
(.04)
Education
-.0580
-.1114
(.03)
(.04)
Gender
-.0111
-.2479
(.09)
(.13)
Black Rep.
-.1766
-.1014
(.20)
(.31)
Ideology
-.4581***
-.8339***
(.04)
(.06)
Employment Status
.0390
-.4164
(.22)
(.32)
Age
.0256
.1943
(.06)
(.09)
Racial Resentment
-1.137***
-1.625***
(.10)
(.14)
Tea Party Favorability
-3.450***
-3.999***
(.14)
(.17)
Constant
5.85
10.52
Observations
11, 297
10, 736
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.000 (two-tailed test)
The attitudinal aspect of the study finds that African American political representation
does not improve the racial attitudes or increase the likelihood that whites will embrace policies
such as affirmative action. The only time that black political representation appears to impact
whites in when they evaluate the job performance of African American congressional members
and when they are asked about their vote choice. Under both of these conditions, whites seem to
oppose African American leadership and evaluate African American leadership negatively. For
example, the data finds that whites who are represented in Congress by an African American
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were less likely to approve of their job performance. Even when the race and partisanship of
both the respondent and the incumbent representative are disaggregated, the data finds that
across partisanship, white respondents approved of the job performance of black incumbents less
than they did for non-white incumbents. In the area of racial attitudes, the results indicate that
time under African American leadership increases the likelihood of racial resentment among
whites. The data further shows a generational divide in racial attitudes. Specifically, older
whites are more likely to embody higher levels of racial resentment than younger whites. On the
other hand, younger whites are more likely to oppose affirmative action programs than older
whites. The evidence presented in this chapter also finds that racial attitudes had a stronger
impact on the vote choice of whites for President Obama than it did for vote choice for African
American congressional incumbents. Finally, the data shows that racial attitudes were slightly
more pervasive among whites in the 2012 presidential election than it was in the 2008 election.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

The plight of African American political representation in American politics has been
very turbulent. Immediately following the Civil War, there was a substantial increase in the
number of African Americans elected to the United State Congress. However, their tenure would
be short-lived. Once African Americans took their places in the legislative chambers, many
southern whites responded with violence, intimidation tactics, and the creation of racial
gerrymanders to dilute minority-voting strength. White resistances to these new leaders were so
strong that by the turn of the twentieth century not a single African American would be left in
Congress. Since the Civil Rights Era, African Americans have made significant advancements
in office holding. The passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and its subsequent amendments
called for the creation of minority majority districts that allowed African Americans to elect the
candidate of their choice. This allowed African Americans to elect a number of blacks to the
United States Congress. The increase in African American office holding ignited an interest
among political scientists to investigate the degree to which black office holding had improved
the everyday living conditions of African Americans. The conclusions of several studies suggest
that African American leaders have been unable to bring about substantive change to the African
American community. To borrow the words of one scholar “poverty, poor educational
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achievement, crime, racial segregation, and other fundamental racial inequalities remain largely
unchanged despite years and in some cases decades of black leadership” (Hajnal 2007, 159).
Despite decades of African American leadership, political scientists have engaged in very little
research that seeks to investigate the success of African American incumbents in Congress and,
more importantly, how African American political representation impacts whites.
In answering these questions, this dissertation addressed a major void in the academic
literature. Previous studies had not attempted to explain the electoral success of African
American incumbents in Congress, nor have scholars examined how whites in majority minority
congressional districts respond to African American political representation. As it relates to the
success of African American incumbents in Congress, the study found that like their white
counterparts, African American members of Congress enjoy a substantial benefit from the
incumbency factor. Not only do these incumbents win, they do so by large margins. The
overwhelming majority of their elections are characterized by weak challengers and
inexperienced candidates. Even when they face challengers who have political experience, these
challengers face an uphill battle.
Prior to this study, we knew very little about how whites that live in majority African
American districts respond to African American leadership. Despite the null findings, this work
sheds light onto the continued relevance of race in American politics and explores how race and
racial attitudes continue to permeate the American electorate. The research presented in this
dissertation suggests that African American political representation does not impact the racial
attitudes or policy preferences of whites. Although African American representation does not
improve racial attitudes, the evidence presented in this work suggests that the longer whites live
in districts represented by an African American, the more likely they are to become racially
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resentful. In fact, the findings of this research suggest that African American political
representation matters when whites evaluate their congressional representatives and even then
whites in congressional districts represented by African Americans are more likely to disapprove
of their current house member’s job performance. The findings also suggest that whites that are
represented by an African American in Congress are significantly more likely to indicate their
preference for the challenger candidate in congressional races. Another very important aspect of
this dissertation was to examine if whites respond to black office holding differently depending
upon the office held by African Americans. The data suggests that racial attitudes were more
pervasive among whites when they evaluated President Obama, than they were when they
evaluated their congressional representative. In addition, the data also suggests that racial
attitudes had a stronger impact among whites in 2012 than they did in 2008, suggesting that even
experience with African American leadership in the White House has not significantly improved
racial attitudes.
The overall findings of this dissertation challenge the assertions of the informational
thesis, which contends that black political representation has the potential to influence racial
attitudes and vote choice. After controlling for several contextual and political variables, black
congressional office holding does not influence the attitudes or policy preferences. There
appears to be a clear generational divide in the opinions and racial attitudes of whites. For
example, older whites are more racially resentful than younger whites, while younger whites
oppose programs such as affirmative action at higher rates than do older whites. While the
informational model may sound logical, it does not bear out empirically. The informational
model does not predict racial attitudes, policy preference, or candidate preference in majority
black congressional districts. In sum, what whites learn from black leadership does not appear to
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have any positive effect on their attitudes or likely behavior. These findings should cause
concern among scholars studying racial politics.
Major Contribution and Implications
So what do these findings mean and where do they fit within academic literature
concerning race and representation? In answering these questions, this dissertation employed
three major theoretical frameworks used to study white racism: the informational thesis, racial
threat thesis, and the racial prejudice thesis. Prior studies have not considered the fact that
whites may respond differently to black leadership depending on the political office held by
whites. In applying the informational thesis, this dissertation sought to delineate between two
levels of representation by arguing that given the nature of congressional representation, whites
may respond more positively towards black congressional representation and more negatively
towards black representation at the Presidential level. The implications of this study go well
beyond simply an analysis of black political representation. Uncovering the pervasiveness of
race in American politics requires an assessment of how whites do or do not respond to black
political leadership at different levels of office holding. The implications of the research
presented in this dissertation suggest that race and issues concerning race remain a central aspect
in American politics. This work suggests that exposure to African American leadership does not
matter for whites and neither does the percentage of African Americans residing in a
congressional district. It appears that white racial attitudes, policy preferences, and opposition to
African American candidates are not a function of the information that whites are exposed to
under African American leadership.
One of the major contributions of this study is that it provides scholars with an
assessment of the attitudes, policy preferences, and candidate evaluations of whites that reside in
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minority majority congressional districts. Prior to this study, political scientists knew very little
about the attitudes and opinions of these voters. In fact, whites in majority minority
congressional districts were treated like a forgotten segment of the electorate.
An additional contribution of this dissertation concerns the continued relevance of race in
American politics. The findings of the research presented in this study suggest that race and its
continued relevance serve as a barrier for African American politicians. The overwhelming
majority of the academic literature concerning race and politics is mixed. On one hand, scholars
argue that there has been very little progress concerning issues of race and how it seems to divide
society. Many of these scholars contend that racial prejudice is the central factor in shaping
white preferences (Reeves 1997; McCrary 1990; Huckfeldt and Kohfeld 1989; Tesler and Sears
2010; Maxwell, Dowe, and Shields 2012). For example, several scholars support the contention
that the reason why there are few African Americans elected outside of majority black districts is
that white voters continue to use race as an important factor in the decision making process. In
expressing his sentiments about the central role race plays in American politics one scholars
argues “Racism is an integral, permanent, and indestructible component of this society” (1992;
IX). Robert Starks even argues that “Race is such an overriding factor in American life that to
support its elimination or diffusion as a factor in elections through deracilization is folly” (1991,
217).
Taking a more positive view, another group of scholars advance the argument that there
have been tremendous improvements in the racial attitudes of whites. The 2008 election and
2012 reelection of America’s first African American President have caused many scholars to
suggest that the race factor did not alter white support for his candidacy (Ansolbehere and
Stewart 2009; Mas and Moretti 2009; Parker, Swayer and Towler 2009; Pasek et al. 2009;
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Hutchings and Jardina 2009). Even studies prior to the 2008 election suggest enormous progress
in the areas of racial politics (Snider and Carmines 1997; Swain 1995; Thernstrom and
Thernstrom 1997). The implications of these studies assert that America is colorblind and that
racism is a problem of the past. As early as 1995, Abagil Thernstrom suggested that “Whites not
only say they will vote for black candidates, they do so” (Thernstrom 1995, 15).
So who is right in the debate? This dissertation finds that the answer to this question is
that racial prejudice seems to be a function of something other than white exposure to black
leadership. White response to black leadership should be contingent upon the information that
they are exposed to under black leadership. While some African American members of
Congress may in fact be more liberal than others in terms of their pursuit of race-targeted
policies, there is very little a single representative can do to get such policies passed. The results
of the dissertation run counter to the views that race is no longer an important factor. In the area
of public policy, the research suggests that even after experience with black political
representation, whites are still more likely to oppose affirmative action programs in the areas of
employment and college. For example, the data presented in this study found a clear
generational divide on public policies such as affirmative action. Younger whites opposed
affirmative action programs more than older whites. One way to explain white opposition to
affirmative action programs among younger whites is that these programs may serve as a direct
threat to jobs and admission for younger whites. The implication of this finding suggests that in
the policy arena, there is a clear conflict of interest among whites and blacks. It is likely that in
this area the information to which whites are exposed does not matter.
The findings of this dissertation also have implications for the broader literature of
political science and American politics. These findings fundamentally challenge the literature
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related to the role information and uncertainty play in candidate preference and evaluations of
job performance (Lupia 1994 and Popkin 1991). Much of the informational literature contends
that many whites oppose African American candidates because they do not know how African
American leadership will affect their life. Simply put, after whites see that black leadership does
not threaten their life or economic status, they should become more accepting of black office
holding. As this study has shown, there appears to be no direct link between black congressional
office holding and white racial learning. The racial predispositions held by whites are unmoved
by experience with black leadership. Whites are either ignoring the information that African
American leadership provides or they simply do not care. The findings of this research are more
in line with the findings that suggest that black political representation has no impact on the
white community (Bullock and Dunn 1999; Gilliam 1996; Bobo and Gilliam 1990; Gay 1999;
Parent and Shrum 1986; Voss and Lubin 2001).
Strengths and Weaknesses
This analysis lends itself to a number of important strengths and weakness. The findings
of this analysis expand our understanding of congressional elections involving African American
incumbents and the candidates who challenge them. Given the significant increase in the
number of African Americans serving in Congress and the continued relevance of race in
politics, it is prudent that political scientists fully examine the context in which African
American candidates are likely to be successful. This analysis also contributes to our
understanding of the racial attitudes and candidate evaluations of black incumbents by whites.
Just as these findings serve as a major contribution to the understanding of black incumbents in
political science, they also possess some significant limitations.
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One of the limitations of this empirical investigation concerns data and the availability of
data that permits academics to engage in the study of this phenomenon. In fact, several of the
major national surveys such as the American National Election Studies and the Annenberg
Institute contain smaller sample sizes of white respondents that reside in congressional district
represented by an African American than those employed in this study. For example, surveys
such as the Annenberg Election Survey do not routinely include questions regarding race and
racial resentment. It is common to find these questions in only a few years of the survey, making
it impossible to study this phenomenon systematically. The American National Election Survey
contains a routine measurement of racial attitudes; however, the sample of white respondents that
live in congressional district represented by an African American only yields a sample size of
about 500 hundred. It is possible that due to the small samples sizes the models might not be
observing the strength of the variables of interest. Since the core of this investigation is centered
on the amount of racial learning that takes place among whites as result of experience with
African American leadership, it would be ideal to have data that would track racial attitudes over
time and during the transition from a white representative to an African American representative.
It is of crucial importance to discuss the potential for response bias. Prior studies find
that many people indicate what they perceive to be a socially acceptable answer. This has been a
long-standing concern of both pollsters and survey researchers. In fact, there is an extensive
collection of research that supports the notion that respondents provide socially acceptable—
instead of truthful—responses to questions regarding political behavior and race. Consider the
fact that several studies have found that voters will indicate that they cast a ballot when, in fact,
they did not vote at all (see Katosh and Traugott 1981; Silver, Anderson, and Abramson 1986).
Other studies have found that the interviewer’s race impacts the responses of the respondents
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(Schuman and Converse 1971; Cotter, Cohen, and Coulter 1982; Weeks and Moore 1981; Reese
et al. 1986; Berinsky 2002). In these cases, studies have found that respondents will indicate “I
don’t know” in an effort to hide their true preferences. As it relates to this study, it is impossible
to determine whether whites included in the sample are being truthful regarding their genuine
preferences.
When the informational model was originally tested, it utilized several different
measurements of racial attitudes that included the overall status of blacks, general feelings
towards African Americans, anti-black affect, and white perceptions of racial progress. The
research presented in this dissertation cannot be conclusive regarding how whites view these
attitudes and how black representation may impact these attitudes. This hurdle, however, is a
result of having data with a sample of white respondents that is representative enough. The
research presented in this analysis however, utilizes racial resentment to capture racial attitudes.
Just as this study has some important limitations, it also has a number of important
strengths. First, this analysis takes a model traditionally applied to mayoral elections and apples
it to the study how African American political representation at the congressional level impacts
the attitudes, policy preferences, and candidate evaluations of whites in majority minority
districts. One of the key strengths of this study is that this analysis is able to parcel how whites
have responded to both African American congressional representatives and an African
American President. Additionally, this study presents one of the first analyses that examine
whites in majority black congressional districts. In studying the racial attitudes and candidate
evaluations, this analysis is able to isolate how whites evaluate black incumbents by partisanship
among whites.
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Future Research
The findings presented in this dissertation raise several important questions concerning
black political representation. More questions are raised regarding the future direction of
research concerning African American political representation. First and foremost, most of the
scholars studying black political representation must move the discussion from one that seeks to
uncover if African American politicians have been able to make substantive change in the black
community. Furthermore, scholars must look beyond the question of whether or not whites will
vote for an African American candidate. The creation of majority black districts and the
incumbency factor seem to create a safe haven for black representation at the congressional
level. Therefore, scholars must focus on how and if representation can facilitate racial learning
and the conditions or context in which this learning is more likely to take place. Future research
must continue to examine if the informational model is only applicable to local elections and, if
so, what it is about local elections that permits racial learning to take place. Additionally, future
research must continue to disaggregate white response to African American leadership by the
level of political office occupied by African Americans. This study found that racial attitudes
had a stronger impact on the Presidential performance model than they did for the congressional
performance model. It is likely that African American leadership at the nation’s highest office
may have triggered a spark in racial attitudes.
The findings of this dissertation suggest that the discussion concerning race is all but over.
The implications of this research suggest that even after the election of America’s first black
President, the race factor continues to shape white candidate preference and evaluation of black
politicians and candidates. The research found that in every category of partisanship using
Bartel’s (2000) seven-point scale, African American congressional incumbents were more likely
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to be evaluated negatively than white congressional incumbents. This trend was persistent even
after disaggregating both the congressional incumbents by race and political party and the race
and party of the respondent. Scholars must continue to investigate the dynamic of race by
looking beyond the percentage of African Americans residing in a specific area. Future
scholarship must also examine if white concerns about racial favoritism impacts how whites
react to other types of minority representation (e.g. women, gays, and Hispanics). It is also
equally important to examine if there are regional differences in how whites react to African
American leadership.
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Variables
Racial Demographics (Percent Black/Percent White)
The data on the racial demographics of congressional districts was obtained from the U.S.
Bureau of the Census on Congressional Districts (1970-2012).
Percent Black Mean = 48, Standard Deviation = 19, Max. = 90, Min. = 2
Present White Mean = 46, Standard Deviation = 19, Max. = 95, Min. = 4
Vote Share
The measure for vote share of black congressional incumbents in this study relies on the
Statistics of the Congressional Elections in the United States 1968-2012. This data was used to
calculate the Margin of Victory for each Incumbent. Mean = 70, Standard Deviation = 24,
Max. = 99, Min. = 2.
Candidate Quality
The quality of each congressional challenger is measured using Krasno and Green (1988).
Candidate Quality was measured on the following scale: a candidate is assigned a ‘4’ if the
candidate has current past or statewide experience; a ‘3’ if the candidate has citywide experience;
a ‘2’ if the candidate has served in local office; a ‘1’ if the candidate has served in appointed
offices; and a ‘0’ if the candidate has no political experience. Mean =. 49, Standard Deviation =
1.0, Max. = 4, Min. = 0.
Race of Challenger
To measure the race of the challenger, this analysis employs a dichotomous variable where a
challenger is assigned a ‘1’ if he or she is white and a ‘0’ if black. Mean = .79, Standard
Deviation = .40, Max. = 1, Min. = 0.
Party of Challenger
To measure the party of the challenger candidate, a candidate is assigned a ‘1’ if he or she is a
Republican and a ‘0’ if he or she is Independent or a member of a third political party. Mean =
.93, Standard Deviation = .25, Max. = 1, Min. = 0.
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South
A state is assigned “1” if it is in the south and a “0” if otherwise. The south is defined as the
following (Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia,
Tennessee, Louisiana, and Texas). Mean =. 41, Standard Deviation = .49, Max. = 1, Min. = 0.
Redistricting
A state is assigned “1” if it is in the south and a “0” if otherwise. Mean =. 07, Standard
Deviation =. 25 Max. = 1, Min. = 0
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2010-2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Panel Study, Question Wording and Descriptive
Statistics
“The Cooperative Congressional Election Study seeks to study how Americans view Congress
and hold their representatives accountable during elections, how they voted and their electoral
expectations, and how their behavior and experiences vary with political geography and social
context” (Ansolabehere 2012, 6). The survey contains a highly representative sample of
respondents in congressional districts within the United States. The 2010-2012 CCES Panel
study produced a sample of 45,000 cases with subsample of 19,000. The 2010 wave produced a
sample of 15,462 whites while the 2012 wave yielded a sample of 15,592. The survey for the
2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Study conducted the interviews in two ways. The first
wave, which was the Pre-Election wave, was conducted during October of 2012. The second
wave was conducted two weeks after the November 6, 2013 elections.
Dependent Variables
Racial Resentment A. The Irish Italians, Jews and many other minorities overcame prejudice and
worked their way up. Blacks should do the same without any special favors.
1
2
3
4
5
8
9

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Skipped
Not Asked
NA’s

Racial Resentment B—Difficulty for blacks in overcoming generations of slavery and
discrimination have created conditions that make it difficult for blacks to work their way out of
the lower class
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1
2
3
4
5

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree

Affirmative action programs give preference to racial minorities in employment and college
admissions in order to correct for past discrimination. Do you support or oppose affirmative
action?
1
2
3
4

Strongly support
Somewhat support
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose

For whom did you vote for President? (2008)
1
2

Barack Obama (Democrat)
John McCain (Republican)

For whom did you vote for President? (2012)
1
2

Mitt Romney (Republican)
Barack Obama (Democrat)

For whom did you vote in the race for the U.S. House in your district?

7
8

$HouseCand1Name ($HouseCand1Party)
$HouseCand2Name ($HouseCand2Party)
Incumbent
Challenger

Do you approve of the way the following is performing his/her job?
President Obama?
1

Strongly Approve
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2
3
4

	
  

Somewhat Approve
Somewhat Disapprove
Strongly Disapprove

Congress?
1
2
3
4

Strongly Approve
Somewhat Approve
Somewhat Disapprove
Strongly Disapprove

	
  

Your House Representative?
1
2
3
4

Strongly Approve
Somewhat Approve
Somewhat Disapprove
Strongly Disapprove

Independent Variables
Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not very strong Democrat? Would you call
yourself a strong Republican or a not very strong Republican? Do you think of yourself as closer
to the Democrat or the Republican Party?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Strong Democrat
Not very strong Democrat
Lean Democrat
Independent
Lean Republican
Not very strong Republican
Strong Republican
Not sure

Thinking about politics these days, how would you describe your own political viewpoint?
1
2
3
4
5
6

Very liberal
Liberal
Moderate
Conservative
Very Conservative
Not sure
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How important is religion in your life?
1
2
3
4

Very important
Somewhat important
Not too important
Not at all important

Which of the following best describes your current employment status?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Full-time
Part-time
Temporarily laid off
Unemployed
Retired
Permanently disabled
Homemaker
Student
Other

Are you male or female?
1
2

Male
Female

What is the highest level of education you have completed?
1
2
3
4
5
6

No high school
High school graduate
Some college
2-year college
4-year college
Post-graduate

Some people seem to follow what’s going on in government and public affairs most of the time,
whether there’s an election going on or not. Others aren’t that interested. Would you say you
follow what’s going on in government and public affairs?
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3
4

	
  

Most of the time
Some of the time
Only now and then
Hardly at all
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